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ADE PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS

Our Frnmeof Rtference in the T~-trstCentury
JOSEPH R. MCELRATH, JR.

S

everal months ago I began to wonder,
what could I possibly say in this address that
members of our Association had not heard
before? How to begin after a full dinner, with an audience of slightly drow;y, cropful scholars who share so
many of the same articles of faith regarding theory and
practice? What had Mary-Jo Kline not at least touched
upon in her magisterial GuideIDDxumentaryEditing? Wlnt
had we not discussed since the mid-l980s when I attended
my frrst ADE annual meeting in Providence, Rhode Island? What kindly advice had G. Thomas Tanselle not
thundered; which comic note or chord had that rascal
John Simon not sounded?
Novelty was possible if I recounted my experiences
with the textual remains of Anne Bradstreet, Charles W
Chesnutt, and my pet figure Frank Norris. But these
seemed rather narrow topics to inflict upon an audience
so various and, at this hour, so near to the gate of the
kingdom of Nod. Interest might be stirred did I suggest
that we jettison the sobriquet of aiiJcr so that we might
end the ongoing ordeal of having to explain to others
~tspecial kind of editing we do. Good Lord, howmany
times do we have to go through that? But, should my
modest proposal trigger a riot, the ADE treasurerwould
be hard pressed to pay for the brcken crockery, bent flatware, and my medical bills. Finally, a bit of documentary
evidence having to do with Norris suggested a solution.
I recalled his response to a like situation: he decided to
speak on nothing----absolutely nothing at all. That was the
actual subject of a formal presentation he made when a
student at Berkeley. It occurred to me, then, that my only
hope for finding the-road-less-traveled-by lay in likewise
testing the wayward path of irrelevance. Thus I cast my
lot; and, in short order, real life provided a portion of
my script, trutl1 having once again trumped fiction and
pointed the way that I should venture forth.
Joseph R. McElrath, Jr., is the William Hudson Rogers Professor of
English at Florida State University. An editor of the writings of Ann
Bradstreet, Charles W. Chesnutt, and Frank Noms, he is presently
writing a biography of Norris. He made this presentation on 5 October 2001 at the Annual Meeting of the ADE in Raleigh, North
Carolina.

Last spring my wife Sharon and I decided that it was
time to do something new with the breakfast area in our
home. I took down the wall covering, installed a mair rail
and moulding, and applied a faux plaster surface. Sharon
expertly painted the area above the off-white rail a saucy,
but not impertinent, yellowish orange; for that beneath
she selected a perky beige. We then began the ever-difficult search for appropriate wall art, fmding rather quickly
a watercolor that played with the brilliant white light of
South Florida in a way that pulled together the wall colors without challenging the aquarelle's integrity as sometl1ing more than an interior decoration piece. Then, for
the second wall that stood at a right angle: what we would
select for hanging had to be in a different medium and
yet one that would not contrast too strongly witl1 the
w.rtercolor. In Atlanta we found two small but quite dramatic oils by the Scottish painter David Sinclair, and a few
thousand dollars later we had positioned them at just the
right distance from the other piece. Our work was done.
Tw:> weeks later our dinner guests, who would be
tl1e first to enjoy the completed area, arrived. Before they
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had the opportunity to imply approval of the oils with a
thoughtful "Hmmmm," or make the perpetually refreshed
announcement that they didn't know much aoout art but
they knew what they liked, one of Sharon's oldest and
dearest mends rushed to judgment on David Sinclair's
impasto creations. She declared enthusiastically, "What
beautiful frames!"
Well, they are nice frames. You maywell believe that,
for two months later another couple visited, and a second oldest and dearest also took no note of the paintings themselves as she almost exactly echoed the first:
" 'IIxH! are beautiful frames." As yet, no visitor has ever
said a word aoout what appears within those frames.
You will remember that I have already conceded the
irrelevance of my anecdote culled from real life. But recall also that I am a professor of American literature by
trade, and we are trained rigorously in the craft of making
something out of nothing. Indeed, when deconstruction
theorywas in vogue a decade or so ago, we even became
skilled in making nothing out of something. And so it
came to pass that this irrelevant series of events in my
pointless but mercifully short narrative transmuted into
fable, and the now widely celebrated frames became a
trope suggesting to me the ideal status of the scholarly
editor in a more dvilized world than is presently ours.
Yes, I'll admit that my move to the lxa::jaluJado:xt
mode represents quite a leap. But consider the fact that,
in most American homes, Platonic distinctions still hold
sway: the paintings themselves are instead assumed to be
of the essence; and the frames are normally viewed as
only of acddental-or merely formal-importance. In
fact, one does not expect to hear them noted at all. A like
rela tionship is sug gested by responses-and
nonresponses--to the editions we fashion: the content
framed by us---Emerson's or Darwin's or william James's
writings-merits attention and admiration; those works
are what count. As to how they have been packaged or
framed, little attention is typically given, even when we
have also performed exhaustive restoration work, even
when we have replaced a oogus version of a work with
an authoritative one, even when previously unpublished
texts make their public debuts, and even when our annotations provide unprecedented illumination. For, if you'll
excuse my mixing of metaphors, we of course do more
than serve up old wine in new skins.
The avatar in respect to the neglect of our crowning
glories is the New york Time5. It sets the high standard for
a seemingly studied indifference to the fact that an edition is a product of hands and brains rather than a spontaneously generated natural phenomenon. So rare outside
2
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specialized journals such as Text and D.x:um:ntary Editing
is sensitivity to what has been wrought at great pains by
the scholarly editor that we savor the few reviews that truly
qualifY for consideration by the AD E 's Jo Ann Boydston
Essay Prize Committee. We become positively heady
upon testing the nose and then quaffing the essay-reviews
of scholars such as this year's awardees, Peter L.
Shillingsburg and Marta Werner.
But then again, I seem to have returned to where I
started: everyone here already knows all of this already.
No, technically speaking, I'm not preaching to the choir.
No leap of faith was necessary for recognition of the lessthan-ideal situation in which we find ourselves so
underappredated. Instead, I'm just whining-whining in
the way that scholarly editors have since 1971 when I
found myself an initiate in a chorus already expert in lamentation and jubilant when it had the opportunity to tum
the tables on ooth detractors and those who reveal their
textual naivete in their interpretive articles and monographs. Reared a Roman Catholic in New York City's
parochial school system in the 1950s, I was ah'eady familiar with the fortress mentality when I transferred myallegiance to the one true faith of textualism. The Religion
class at 9:00 A.M. each day in a string of parochial schools
was actually Apologetics 101, wherein one leamed the
techniques of thrust and parry; and through the 1980s I
had plenty of opportunities to keen in print and at professional conferences while attempting some serious dan1age on our adversaries.
I have concluded over recent years, however, that ooth
I and the fire-eaters I once emulated-as they have gone
before me, one by one, into the Elysium of retirementmight better have invested their time and energy than in
righteous homilies, edgy lampoons, withering jeremiads,
and-on the other hand---truly artful attempts at the seduction of nonbelievers. Since the 1960s wonders have
been wrought within the community of scholarly editors,
editorial theorists, and their empirically oriented colleagues.
That we have accomplished much and are important is
acknowledged by the better noneditorial scholars whose
respect is worth having, and is often freely given when
they use our products to become the scholars identifiable
as better. Even when we are not credited so fully as we
knowwe deserve, we can easily tell to what degree our
productions have served the good cause. Does not that
suffice?
Further, to become preoccupied with seductive strategies is simply unseemly, implying as it does that we crave
something that has been withheld from us by noneditorial
individuals and groups of higher status who have the

power to bestow or deny recognition of our worth. 1his
brings to mind Eleanor Roosevelt's observation that no
one can make you feel inferior unless you grant permission for her or him to do so. I was startled a few months
ago to see in an ADE committee report of years gone
by a recommendation of certain actions that would aid
in the acceptance and advancement of the scholarly editing profession. Advancement, fine. But acceptance? Are
we that "Other" that we've heard so much about in cultural studies for last couple of decades? Is this not suggestive of a ainging posture? We knowwmt the essential
is. Put another way, can the David McCulloughs thrive
without the Celeste Walkers? One more example will suffice, and I do not hesitate to quote a fellow ADE member and, I hope I can continue to say, good friend. When
I asked this person what the new book just completed
WlS about, the reply began, "Well, it's only an edition." I
don't hesitate to report this because I blush to confess that
I have used phraseology of the same sort myself when
an interrogator appeared to assume that I was working
on or had finished a monograph.
The fact of the matter is that the monograph authors
have long been and are certain to remain the top dogs in
the academic setting in which I work. But who in this
company would rather be writing a study on a subject
such as the presence of absence, or the absence of presence, in Samuel Beckett's WaitingforGaiot? Who would
prefer to be a gender-focused Popular Culture specialist
listed in a conference program as the speaker who will
address a cutting-edge question in Barbie Studies such as,
"Why, If Barbie Is So Popular, Do We Have to Buy Friends
for Her?" Deconstruction has long been out of fashion-so long that opportunity is now to be seen in its reconstruction--but who here wants the assignment? Is it not
much better to make available to the world something
of indisputable and permanent value such as the text of
what Ralph Waldo Emerson actually said at Henry David
Thoreau's funeral, as distinguished from the significantly
different eulogistic essay that appeared a couple of
months later in the AtlanticMonthly? And who would not
w.mt the pleasant task of annotating Frank McCourt's
joke concerning the handling of laundry at the Vatican:
that only the blind nuns are permitted to wash the pope's
underwear? Is it not a better job to annotate succinctly
for unchurched and non-Roman Catholic readerships this
author's irreverent allusion to the doctrine of Plpal infallibility-and then leave to the postcolonial studies specialists tlle chore of malting a mountain out of a neat little
molehill? They have their work, such as it is; we ours, such
as it is. And fifty years or a century from now, it is very

likely that such an annotation will stand the tests of time
and taste much more successfully than a monograph focusing upon an oppressive socio-religious hegemony
transgressed and subverted by the colonial "Other" represented by McCourt.
It appears that my ramblings, through the vale of
discontent and on the high ground of professional chauvinism, have brought me to an appreciation of a benign
insularity we enjoy and the well-defined role that we are
equipped to play not as ancillaries but as equally important contributors to the progress of humanistic scholarship. I do not, of cour~, mean to disparage the labors
of those intent upon proselytizing and extending our
outreach into all educational contexts. But, without waxing xenophobic, I do think it salutary for our community
to turn inward at regular intervals for moments of mutual admiration and wise to just ignore the pecking order
in the present hierarchy of types of scholars. Certainlywe
should cease fussing about the degree to which what we
do is "accepted" by those higher up on the great chain
of celebrity.
It is important to remember what brought us here:
this work we do is interesting. It has long satisfied and
still gratifies our desire to spend our working lives accomplishing something that, in the long run, does not smack
of the ephemeral. Yes, I am loosely paraphrasing
Voltaire's hero: but cultivation and appreciation of one's
own garden is, in our case, not a last resort but a choice.
.It has for each of us yielded miracles of discovery enjoyed by none of our predecessors and the opportunity
to share epiphanies with others equally delighted by our
findings when we again tum outward to the world at large.
Amidst all the worries about federal policy, anxieties about
the next funding application, vexations over "outreach"
clifficulties, and crises precipitated by signs of indifference
seen in reviews and, for some of us, in the attitudes of
those making tenure decisions, there remains a perpetual
cause for celebration.
We have made and are making a difference. Without
ainging and without risking the charge of arrogance, we
have gathered here for good reason: to enjoy the company of colleagues who rank among the most significant
scholars in the nation and to reaffirm the bonds that I hope
have been strengthened during the course of this annual
meeting of the ADE.
Let me give you one other cause for celebration. My
thirteen minutes of meandering are now drawing to a
close. Only two bits of business remain. First, I thank you
all for making my life richer with your presentations at
G:mtinua:i on p. 6
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The Civil War on the Interntt
JOHNY SIMON

y

ou are about to read a paper on Civil
War resources available on the World Wide
Web by someone forced to acquire a computer by his dean over his strenuous objections. I now
concede that she was right, but I still require assistance with
computer problems, sometimes calling out in distress to
the young woman in the adjoining office who grew up
with and loves computers. Willt she can't fix requires a
call to technical support people in the basement, one of
thern named Gonzo, and another named Trouble. This
piperwould be different if Gonzo or Trouble had written it, but I can assure you that it will be free of technical
jargon since I don't understand any of it.
The World Wide Web is only a decade old, yet a few
years ago the number of Civil War sites was already estimated at 600,000, quite possibly a misleadingly outdated
estimate since a more recent search for "Robert E. Lee"
turned up at least that many. In 1998, one reviev.er noted
"that the internet consists of equal parts Star Trek, stock
market reports, soft-core pornography-and Civil War
sites." Popular interest in the Civil War can resemble both
blessing and cur3:. This year, William G. Thomas and Allce
E. Carter published The Civil Waron the wdJ.· A Guide to
the Hry BtN Sites. This valuable book identifies and describes ninety-five sites as superior, and I can hardly question a guide that includes my own site. 1he compilers
evaluate technique as well as content, and for research
purposes the "very best," as identified by Thomas and
Carter, may not serve scholarly needs. For obscure and
accurate information, the entire Web becomes a necessary tool.
The Internet is coming of age for Civil War scholarship . .Make no rnistakeabout the cluttered debris and frivolous nonsense available in quantity. The electronic
revolution permits fools and obsessives to disseminate
ignorance worldwide, sometimes cloaked in anonymity
or pseudonymity. The Internet becomes the chief source
for clownish or sinister error, sometimes buttressed with
intended or pretended scholarly dtations. Nonetheless, any

John Y. Simon is Professor of History at Southern Illinois University
CaIbonclale and Executive Director of the Ulysses S. Grant Association. He has edited twenty-four volumes of The Papers of Uly;ses S.
Gmnt and also The Personal Memoirs ofjtdia Dent Gmm.
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v.ell-stocked library contains much the same thing. The
development of electronic transmission of error has by
no means led to the creation of error itself, merely to its
proliferation. Cataloguing Civil War misinfonmtion available on the Internet would prove an endless task-and
to no good purpose.
What is more significant is the creation of electronic
tools that facilitate research and scholarship never before
possible. One example is the development of access to
massive accumulations of documents. For example, 7he
Wan! the Rebellion' A Compilation if the QfjicialR«on:isif
the Union and Corfedemte Annie; consists of 128 separate
volumes, many of thern lengthier than 1,000 pages. Published between 1880 and 1901 by a large staff of War
Department ernployees, the series concluded with an index volume of 1,242 densely printed pages, abridging and
providing access to infonmtion contained in the index
of each of the preceding 127 volumes. Additions and
corrections alone occupied 151 pages, cataloguing errors
or omissions in names, errors in named places, and other
aspects of all preceding volumes. Ever since original publication, the Qficial1?rx:on:k have served as the fOlmdation
of all inquiry into the military history of the Civil War.
Now that this entire compilation is available electronically in at least two different CD-ROM versions and also
on public access internet, the question arises what benefit
this brings besides freeing up shelf space and eliminating
the prodigious cost of a reprint edition. In other words,
what can be leamed from an electronic version of the
qJidalRx:onis that cannot be learned from a print version?
Individual word retrieval enables researchers to examine categories that would never have occurred to the
meticulous indexers of the original edition. For example,
what do these myriad documents disclose about antiSemitism in the Civil War period? By feeding the computer a series of words and synonyms (fillS, Helnus, and
Jsmelites are among the most productive), the existence of
comments about Jews in the Civil War can be teased out
of documents that appear unpromising at first glance and
would not bear examination except under bizarre circumstances involving reading, while remaining awake and
alelt, evety single word in this massive compilation.
Similarly, despite the meticulous original indexing to
names of places associated with recognized military en-

gagements, there is no way to locate places associated with
activity elsewhere. References to Carbondale, Dlinois, can
be retrieved only through an electronic search, and accumulating the panoply of references to southern Dlinois
requires feeding the computer an array of place names
including both tovvns and counties. The insulting term.Bg)J:t
used for this part of Illinois during the 1858 LincolnDouglas debates--and still used-disappears from the
Qjficia1R1xonis, but probably through clerical sanitizing of
documents rather than disuse during the Civil War.
Pursuing a search for Eg)Jtthrough other documents
led to the electronic version of The Collected W01ks' of
AbmhamIincdrt, originally published in eight volumes in
1953 with an index volume completed in 1955. That inrex provided twelve entries for EgJP as applied to southern Dlinois, all from the debates, but a search for further
references, especially in incoming Lincoln correspondence,
requires use of the electronic version of the original edition. The editors, ho\\eVer, skimmed lightlyover Lincoln's
incoming correspondence, using only a small percentage
of the text for putpOses of annotation. Even more profitable is the Iibraty of Congress American Mernory site,
currently posting the entirety of its incoming Lincoln
correspondence through transcriptions prepared by the
Lincoln Studies Center of Knox College at Galesburg,
Illinois. Questions raised by the transcriptions can often
be answered by the facsimile reproductions of the letters
themselves, posted adjacent to the electronically searchable text.
Properly used, electronic text provides a modem
version of the rare and elusive concordance, previously
available only for literary giants. If the search for Egypt
appears relatively petty, Lincoln's use of the words crmmand:riruhif, as well as such use by his correspondents,
sheds new light on the meaning of that phrase to the Civil
War generation. In addition, electronic search opens up
new vistas for psychologically charged words such as
m:ib:r or kw, or for evidence of religion such as Ghrist or
j;:{,tXr. Electronic search cannot be relied upon as an infallible catalogue to word use; too often text is subject to
faulty transcription or the vicissitudes of scanning. Nonetheless, it can bring to scholarly attention a great deal of
material otherwise obscure to the point of invisibility and
enable the scrupulous to verify accuracy through the use
of the original printed and manuscript sources. At a
moment when many believe that studies in the Civil War
have become overdone and repetitious, an entirely new
and revolutionary technique has suddenly emerged.
In the search for documents, the Web has become a
valuable resource. Many institutions are posting invento-

ries, some simultaneously curtailing or eliminating conventional dissemination. This group includes the National
Archives, which provides inventories, finding aids, and
sample docwnents. Inventories and catalogues from other
institutions available on the Web include errors and
misreadings of documents of a sort rarely tolerated in
print. At the same time, such flawed listings provide access to materials otherwise unknown. The Web is used
by lesser-known institutions, especially those likely to be
overlooked byeven assiduous searchers. Who knewabout
Navarro College in Corsicana, Texas? Not me. Yet
Navarro houses an important collection of Civil War
documents. The beginning of wisdom is to recognize that
American historical documents are frequently housed in
illogical places throughout the country. The end of wisdom is to recognize that not all will be found. The Web
enables even the careless and sloppy to look wiser than
they truly are.
The Web has provided a venue for the publication
of documents privately owned, such as Civil War soldier
letters, especially those which through number or quality
could not lead to dissemination in print. Highly prized by
families of descendants, they probably will not be domted to public institutions even in photocopied form Such
documents are sometimes posted on the Web as a tokm
of family pride, and provide valuable insight, especially
to those who study individual regiments as social groupings.
Family pride has also given the Internet primacy in
the dissemination of genealogical infonmtion. Obscure
persons, mentioned by persons less obscure, often supply the cornerstone of annotation. hnmense effort, much
of it obsessive, compulsive, and even counterproductive,
goes into the acquisition of genealogical data. Previously,
retrieval required travel to peculiar institutions or tedious
examination of otherwise useless printed sources. Now
such obscure material floats upon the computer screen.
Best of all, the process is only in its infancy. Much additional material may be antidpated, perhaps enough to
resemble a collective national database.
The Web also meets another need by supplying a
market for manuscript material. Beginning with E-Bay,
the existence of a worldwide market for individual treasures has coaxed from numerous attics documents of
scholarly value as well as cheap fakes and facsimiles. Tre
simultaneous success of the television hit Antiques Rood
9xw encourages viewers to antidpate incredible prices for
manuscripts. Autograph dealers have joined individual
sellers, selling either from individual websites, on such
collective vmues as E-Bay, or both. Dealers have long
been reluctant to share their catalogues, sometimes expen-
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sively produced, with scholarly projects invariably managed by those with no money or access to it. In addition,
they follow the unexamined trade assumption that publication diminishes value. Lurking below is the dealers' fear
that documents shared with editorial projects may prove
to have been stolen from institutions, an increasingly common practice as choice Americana escalates in price.
The Internet includes numerous sites providing access to books, magazines, journals, and newspapers, the
best of them word searchable. Under optimum conditions, entire shelves of books can be searched simultaneously. Scanning has encouraged institutions to provide
photograph and other pictorial sources in quantity.
This richness of inforrrution comes at a price. Much
Civil War material is posted by dealers or individuals who
constantly revise their websites by rearranging and elimiruting material. For many, the visitor count rules, as does
the timeliness of the inforrrution. Few- archive what is
valuable, useful, or significant. While the current Web
serves as a library of useful infonmtion, users have no
guarantee that any of it will be available tomorrow Some
message boards contain only a farrago of opinions, constantly reiterated by those whose passion is equaled only
by their misspelling. If someone should accidentally post
useful inforrrution, that message may soon vanish with
the rest.
At the same time, much inforrrution remains proprietary with fees adjusted to expected customer demand.
Sometimes fees are incommensurate with research value
to individuals. This applies to other electronic tools as well,
including the Lincoln Legals DVD, originally published
by the University of Illinois Press at a cost of two thousand dollars. Acquiring a copy in one academic library
involved considerable arm-twisting. Other resources remain completely out of reacl1 because they do not have
enougl1 permanent value to any individual researcher to
justify the figl1t for funds.
The Valley of the Shadow project at the University
of Virginia, directed by historian EdWlfd P. Ayers, has
pioneered a possible pattern for further development of
Web resources. Calling his project an "intentional arcl1ive,"
Ayers has assembled a large quantity of documentary
resources on two counties---Augusta County, Virginia, and
Franklin County, Pennsylvania-to facilitate comparisons
and contrasts in the Civil War era A large and dedicated
crew- has posted new-spapers, documents, census records,
maps, and other materials designed to provide a comprehensive view of the people of these two counties.
Beautifully designed and remarkably accessible, the material serves a large clientele ranging from higl1 school stu-
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dents to Ayers himself. The intended result is to enable all
users to interpret the Civil War on the basis of primary
sources. This massive assemblage of inforrrution enables
students to explore subtopics involving women or African Americans, as well as to locate individual case studies
within such categories.
We can anticipate that in the future the Web will continue its prodigious growth of the recent past, perhaps at
an accelerated rate, considering the number of students
learning how to crelte their ovvn pages. If we seek refinement, good taste, and higl1er standards, we are likely
to be disappointed. The Web remains open to all. If instead we seek additional useful research inforrrution, we
can anticipate re\\Wds. In any case, like it or not, the web
is here to stay.

Continual.fivm p. 3

the annual meetings, througl1 the pages of our quarterly
joun1al, in correspondence and personal conversations,
and~f course---by the volumes from your hands. Second, should the annual meeting ever be staged in Tallahassee, Florida, please consider yourself invited to come
to my home and take a look at those frames. Th=y're
beauties.

Volunteers Sought to Review
Electronic Editions
The ADE Committee on Electronic Standards
(CES) seeks members of ADE and other volunteers to visit electronic editions on the World Wide
Web and complete a questionnaire describing the
edition. Simply rendering a text in electronic form
does not constitute an electronic edition. The ADECES defines an electronic edition as primary source
material prepared with (1) rigorous attention to the
text, (2) explanatory annotation and (3) a description of the editorial practices used on the texts.
Members of the CES will use these completed
questionnaires to compile short descriptions of electronic editions which will be posted on the ADE
website. For details see http://etext.vir~.edu/
ade/ade-ces/ces-quest.html or contact Cathy
Moran Hajo (cathJjhajo@nyu.edu) for further inforrrution about this initiative.

Access, Analysis, and Quality
SUSAN BELASCO

I

n discussing the state of Web-based resources
in my field, nineteenth-century American literature, my purpose is to provide some assessment of notable achievements and good works in
progress, as well as to offer some comments about directions for the future.
Last April,.J attended a memorial service in honor
of an editor whom probably many of you knew: Joseph
Slater. A long-time colleague of my husband's at Colgate
University, Joe was the editor of ?be Corre{X»1denceif
E':rneNJnandUtrfje, and for many years the editor-in-chief
of TheCollectedWOJksqf Rdph WaIdoFmeoon. 1 This massive editorial project, which published its first volume thirty
years ago, now stands at five of a projected ten volumes.
The project has outlived most of the original editors and
continues with a second and possibly a third generation
of Emerson scholars. I mention the Emerson edition to
make a point about the kind of time involved in many
large editorial projects of the late twentieth century; it is
little wonder that many contemporary editors and publishers are now drawn to the idea of distributing and
publishing editions electronically. But few are fully aware
that electronic editions may prove to be just as time-consuming as print editions. As Susan Hockey has said in her
recent and excellent book, Fla:tronicTextsintheHumanit:i£s:
It has been thought that electronic editions might
be cheaper to produce, but . . . the amount of
labour needed to produce a printed edition may
not decrease for an electronic one. It still entails
all the scholarly processes which are required for
a print edition with the added complications of
kteping up with new tedmology. ... The editor
is freed from the constraints of the shape and
format of the printed book. This makes it pos-

Susan Belasco is Professor of English at the University of Nebraska,
UncoIn, where she co-chairs the Text Studies Steering Committee.
The author of articles and reviews on nineteenth-centUlY American
literature and culture, she is the editor of Margaret Fuller's 5i111'l11K!f"
on the Lakes and Fanny Fern's Ruth Hall. She is the ccxoditor of '7hese
Sad but Glorious ~}5'~' Dispatchesfrom Eurcpe, 1846-1850 by Margaret Fuller; Periodicallitemture in Nil1deenth-Century America; and Approaches to Tmching Uncle Tom's cabin. She is currently editing the
poems Walt Whitman published in periodicals for inclusion in the
Walt Whitman Electronic Archive.

sible to include much more material and also to
avoid privileging one view or version of the text.
It in fact it makes it possible to include every
version of manuscript both in transcription and
as a digital image. But the apparently infinite capacities of computers can lead to very ambitious
projects which may not in the end have as much
scholarly value. It is very tempting to provide as
much source material as possible, but this can be
at the expense of adding the critical analysis which
makes the edition usefuL The possibility of
making changes over and over again to electronic
information can also slow a project down, particularly if the changes have ramifications
throughout the material. 2
The complications and challenges of electronic editions,
as outlined here by Hockey, are considerable. Several professional groups such as the consortium that forms the
Model Editions Partnership, the MLA Committee on
Scholarly Editions (now in revision), The Center for Electronic Texts in the Humanities at Rutgers University, and,
of course, the ADE Committee on Electronic Standards
have worked hard to establish principles and provide
guidelines. These entities have provided us with clear and
useful standards as well as helpful defmitions. 3
For example, the Prospectus for Electronic Historical Editions, developed by the Model Editions Partnership, advises us that:
Although historical editions share many common
characteristics, each edition is unique. Letters, diaries, speeches, newspaper accounts, pamphlets,
public records, and many other types of documents challenge the editor's skill and imagination
in presenting representations of the texts which
today's readers will find understandable and useful. Just as in today's book and microform editions, it is the editor who establishes a reliable text,
provides the carefully chosen commentary necessary to understand that text, and creates the
indices and other editorial devices which provide
intellectual access to that text and commentary.
Electronic editions will be no less challenging than
creating today's book and microform editions,
perhaps even moreso. 4
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The Committee on Electronic Standards of the ADE
provides a straightforward definition of a quality text:
Simply rendering a text in electronic form does
not constitute an electronic edition. The ADECES defines an electronic edition as primary
source material prepared with 1) rigorous attention to the text, 2) explanatory annotation and 3)
a description of the editorial practices used on
the texts. There can be an enormous range of
practice within the field of documentary editing,
but all embody these characteristics. Electronic
editions require the san1e burden of scholarship
as print and microform publications do, and
because of their fornnt, additional issues must
be considered. 5
Despite the existence of these and other guidelines, many
"editions" are being triumphantly posted on the Web,
often incomplete, superficially proofread, and infrequently
annotated. Sometimes these texts are little more than the
v,ould-be editor's transcription of source nnterial. Terms
like text and e:IiJkJn are used loosely-even an:hiLe and /ilmry seen1 to have shifting definitions on the Web.
It is often very difficult to know where the texts or
editions have come from and how they have been transcribed. My favorite exan1ple is lRaws q/Grass, available
in an unspecified edition, downloadable from the vast
Project Gutenberg--no textual infornntion of any kind
is provided. A close second is Thoreau's "Civil Disobedience," available from the E-Server at the University of
Washington. The note on the text says iliat it "originated
with the Gutenberg version of the text." "To improve
online readability," the editor goes on to say, "we have
added margins and blank lines between paragraphs. We
mve also added Thoreau's italics and other special characters from the original text, and divided the essay into
two parts." The GuJenl::x?rgwskJn of the text? TW) pis?
What the editor means by the "original text"-the 1849
AestheticPqnswhere the essayversion of this lecture first
appeared, or the 1866 reprint in A YankreinCanada, wiJh
Anti-SlauryandRformPqxts-is not disclosed As I'm sure
Emerson himself once said, "Editing is a fool's paradise."
Next to serving as an increasingly crucial communication device, the Web's most stunning success is surdy
access to information--we can easily access headline new>
and tl1e latest sports scores--as well as the images and
texts iliat form fue materials of our scholarlywork Gaining instant access to these materials--databases, indices,
electronic libraries, library catalogues, and even electronic
archives and texts-has become our daily expectation. But
mere access is only a first step.
8
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In the wake of fue events of September 11, former
secretary of state Madeleine Albright was among the many
people intervieV\ed on the "Today Show' She made some
trenchant observations about our inability to evaluate intelligence infornntion. She observed that, because of
computer technology, we mveovetWhelming and unprecedented access to information. But Albright was quick to
point out iliat we have not yet developed sophisticated
and effective ways to analyzewmt we can access.
The same point might well be made about literary
texts available on the Web. The act of simply transcribing
a text and mounting it on a website and the act of then
reading a text on a screen hardly exploits computer technology. Creating access does not take significant advantage of the ways in which computers enable us to
manipulate and analyze texts--what Susan Hockey and
others have referred to as the real power of electronic
texts. And besides, we all know iliat reading texts on
screen.s--even as e-books on Palm Pilots-is not the same
experience as reading texts in printed form Putting aside
the issue of convenience of accessing "editions" of texts,
what are some of the projects iliat are based on sound
editorial principles and practice and are providing something beyond mere access to materials?
In the appendix, I have listed a number of projects
of various sizes and kinds that may be of interest to editors, and I want to examine a few of them. I have included some archives of electronic texts accessible online
that include collections of texts, often the collective work
of members of a related group, usually produced by libraries and institutions and occasionally by very hardworking faculty men1bers who probably have taken on
more than they realize. The major electronic text centers
at Virginia, Princeton, Michigan, and California have led
the way in this effort, and I suspect that most of you are
familiar with their collections. In general, these collections
provide images of original documents as well as transcriptions of the documents that include retrieval and search
tools. Detailed documentation of their editorial practices .
is provided as well as evidence of conformance to relevant standards (such as using SGML as a fornnt and
adhering to TEl guidelines). In some cases supplementary materials are also available, such as biographical infornntion about tl1e authors, images of people and
texts, bibliographic infornntion, and, very importantly,
textual infornntion.
I want to comment on some of the resources listed
in the appendix, demonstrating the kinds of documentation that some editors are using in their efforts to provide good infornntion about fue texts they are presenting

on their websites. My first example, however, is something of a negative one, and one that demonstrates both
the potential of electronic text projects as well as the pitfalls. The Nineteenth Century Women Writers Web, Etext
Library is maintained by a group of volunteers who submit text to the Society for the Study of American Women
Writers website. There are no guidelines for the texts, and
very little infornntion is provided about transcriptions and
editorial decisions. In the entry for Lydia Maria Child, for
example, we can read the poorly proofread text of a short
story, "Stand from Under," which first appeared in The
Liherator, 28 January 1832. A ''web-based version" introduces original art produced for this text, which was
certainly not a part of the original publication and may
lead readers to inaccurate conceptions of Child's story as
well as The Liberator (which was not an illustrated neWspaper).
Much more valuable is The Online Archive of Nineteenth-Century U.S. Women's Writings. This project, organized by Glynis Carr at Bucknell University, is similar
in intention to the Nineteenth Century Women E-text
Library, but it makes much more documentation available to users. A preface and an essay, "Editorial Practices
and Textual Notes," provide clear infornntion to readers about how the texts have been transcribed and edited
for this project. In addition, each section of the library
has separate textual infornntion available. In this project,
the section on Lydia Maria Child provides a collection of
texts published by Child in the Liberty BeO, an antislavery
annual published by Maria Weston Chapman in Boston
from 1843 to 1858. Documents are in HTML (and not
SGML); some illustrations from the Liberty Bell are included but not images of the pages. The editor also includes a chronological index, very helpful in using the
microfllm version of The Liberty Bell available in the
American Periodical Series. Professor Carr's site is limited
by her use of HfML, which means, among other things,
that the site is not searchable (except by single pages using the Find on Page feature of Netscape Navigator).
Nonetheless, Professor Carr is careful to present her texts
for exactly what they are. Her documentation is exemplary, the transcriptions have been scrupulously proofread,
and as a project headed by a single professor with a busy
teaching schedule, it is an excellent resource.
When we move to libraries with institutional sponsors, we enter a different order of sophistication, and I
have listed sites in the appendix that are excellent examples
of how effective electronic archives can be. Edited by
Willian1 1. Andrews, the North American Slave Narratives is an ambitious project to include all the narratives

of fugitive and former slaves to 1920. Detailed information is provided about the digitization of the collection
with short essays on standards, methodology, scanning of
images, and encoding guidelines. A status report provides
current infornntion about the state of the project, with a
production chart that shows various stages in the process
of mounting the documents on the site. Since the texts
have all been encoded in SGML according to TEl guidelines, the collection is seardnble. For example, using the
Google search feature, I can easily determine that "Haiti"
appears twenty-fIVe times in the collection, in texts ranging from The LifeandTtmRScJ' Fro.:bt:kIkJugm (892) to
Theophilus Gould SteVv<lfd's Fifty Yru1Sin the GapelMinistryfrom 1864 to 1914 0921?).
Sinillarly, the African American Women Writers of
the 19th Century is a digital collection of some fIfty-two
published works by nineteenth-century black women
writers. A part of the Digital Schomburg, this collection
provides access to books and pamphlets written by
women and published prior to 1920. Like the North
American Slave Narratives library, the Schomburg editorial staff offers detailed descriptions of their editorial
methods and encoding standards. Although the access to
texts that are difficult to find is important, the Schomburg
has also made use of the electronic medium to make the
texts flexible; as the editors explain, "The Digital
Schomburg African American Women Writers of the
Nineteenth Century series is a contextualized collection of
fully seardnble electronic editions. In addition to the value
of these works as individual electronic texts, their search
capabilities and their interlinked arrangement with other
collections allow them to be read within a historical context of multiple media. The reader may choose to focus
on either a single work or to cross-read or search the whole
collection."6 The collection provides images of title pages
and illustrations and has an especially good navigation
system so that readers can go quickly to chapters and pages
within an individual text.
Among the single-text projects that have been developed in nineteenth-century American literature, one is
clearly a standout: Uncle Tari5Cabin and American Culture. This project, as described by the editor Stephen
Railton, is a "multi-media archive." And it is an archive in
IDe fullest sense; the editor has included not only electronic
texts of other works, such as Stowe's A Key to Uncle TOlls
Cabin, but also playable versions of songs and hymns
mentioned in the novel; clips of movie versions of Uncle
Tari5Cabin, including the 1903 Edison-Porter film; articles
and reviews of the novel and its afternnth; other historical documents related to slavery, such as portions of the
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text of Lydia Maria Child's An AJPX1linFawrif ThatClass
ifAmericans Ca1Jed /if1icans (1833); and a collection of
images of Uncle Tom that were used in advertisements
in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The archive is a
vast collection of material-obviously far more than any
print text could offer. The text of UndeTorIsG:ihin is based
on the first edition published in 1852; no notes are provided. However, users of the site can compare images
of the extant manuscript pages alongside pages from 7he
NationalEra (the newspaper in which the novel was serialized from 1851 to 1852) and the novel as published by
John Jewett in 1852. In recognition that some users (especially students) might find the array of resources overwhelming, Railton has included some guides for teachers
in the archive as well.
Several promising single-author projects involving
electronic texts and editions are in various stages of
completion on the Web. The Melville Electronic Library
has some sample pages from MobyDick and 1jp:E available for viewing, but the project is in the very early stages
of planning and is currently seeking funding for development. The Charles Chesnutt Archive is currently a small
project, funded by Berea College and edited by Stephanie
Browner. A number of Chesnutt's works have been
scanned or transcribed for the site; other texts, such as
"The Goophered Grap:vine," are provided via the University of Virginia E-Text Center. Access to Chesnutt
materials is the major goal of the site; the texts are not
searchable.
The two most developed single-author sites on the
Web so far are The Dickinson Electronic Archives and
The Walt Whitman Archive. Both archives have had a
variety of kinds of institutional support (especially from
the Institute of Advanced Tcchnologyat the University
of Virginia) and have been awarded funding from the
National Endowment for the Humanities and/or the
Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education, as well as private foundations. And both archives have
extensive documentation about the encoding and textual
practices for the project and include descriptions of the
intent and purposes of the archive. Both archives also
include images of texts and manuscripts, as well as
SGML-marked versions of manuscripts and editions. Tn:
Dickinson Archive, edited by Martha Nell Smith, Ellen
Louise Hart, Marta Werner, and Lara Vetter, includes a
critical edition of The Writings of Susan Dickinson
(Dickinson's sister-in-law and most favored correspondent). Parts of the Dickinson archive have restricted access because of ongoing negotiations about permissions
with the Houghton Library at Harvard University (the
10
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vexed question of copyright and permissions about etexts is another issue that all electronic editors must consider carefully). These valuable sections, especially "Ernily
Dickinson Writing a Poem," include images of manuscripts, transcriptions of poems, and notes tl1at provide
a rare opportunity to study in the manuscripts and the
various ways in which editors have made decisions about
whlt constitutes Dickinson's poems.
The Walt Whitman Archive, which is currently being
revised with a new mainpage and an improved navigational system, includes all the editions of !Raws ifGrass
published in Whitman's lifetime, some of the prose, all
the contemporary reviews, all the known photographs of
Whitman, a large number of manuscripts, biographical
essays, bibliographies, and a section of resources for classroom use. Edited by Kenneth M. Price and Ed Folsom,
the Whitman Archive includes both facsimile and e-text
versions of Whitn-mn's work; the archive is fully searchable and thoroughly documented. The editors are now
preparing facsimiles and e-text of Whitman's poetry
manuscripts, which have never before been systematically
collected and edited. In addition, plans are under way to
add to the site the approximately 110 of Whitman's p0ems printed in periodicals during his lifetime; this addition will include images from the periodicals as well as
transcripts of the poems.
What lessons might we learn from this brief tour of
Web-based resources in nineteenth-century American literature? Clearly we are seeing a proliferation of electronic
texts and archives on the Web. Even if we have not found
them, our students have, and tl1ey are using them If we
want students to have access to first-rate, reliable resources,
we need to participate in educating them about what they
are using.
First, we need to promote, circulate, and advertise the
guidelines and standards for the creation of electronic texts
that the ADE and other organizations have formulated
and encourage our colleagues and institutions to follow
them as they prepare texts and resources. In addition, we
need better mechanisms for evaluating these projects and
providing them electronically, such as the critical survey
of twenty archives and editions undertaken by the ADE
Committee on Electronic Editions and Charles Green's
e.xcellent online review of Whitman sites.! In my view,
associations, author societies, and professional organizations that are positioned to mount reviews of electronic
projects and prOVide guidance to scholars and students
should do so. And finally, we need more ways of educating ourselves about the theory and practice of electronic
text technology. We need summer institutes, short courses,

and the creation of undergraduate and graduate programs
that integrate computing in the humanities firmly into the
curriculum. Without doubt, the Web has already changed
the waywe conduct research and teach our students. Our
challenge is to make sure that we position ourselves, our
students, and our institutions to take full advantage of this
transfornntion.

Appendix: Web Sources in Nineteenth-Century
American Literature
Guidelirze;;for Ekxtronic Te:xJs and Other Us¢dRe'Jouras
• ADE Committee on Electronic Standards ~
~nyu.edulprojects/sangerlceshome.htm

• Center for Electronic Texts in the Humanities at Rutgers
University http://www.ceth.rutzers.edul
• Hockey, Susan EkxtranicTextsmtheHumanitiRs: ~
andPnxti::e. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000.
• MIA Committee on Scholarly Editions ~
sunsite.berkeley;edu/MINguidelines.html and ~
\w'w'mla.orgl (go to Reports and Documents for
revision plans of these guidelines
• Model Editions Partnership http://adh.sc.edui

Print Edition Prcjects u7th Electronic Comjxmerzts

• Mark Twain Papers and Project
http://library;berkeley;edu/BANC/MTP/index.html
• Writings of Henry D. Thoreau
http://libws66.lib.niu.edu/thoreau/

Single-Author Prcjects
• William Ellery Channing Center
http://wWw.athens.net/-wells/indeX\Vec.htm
• Charles Chesnutt Archive
http://WYVW.berea. edu/ENG 1chesnutt/index.html
• Dickinson Electronic Archives
http://jefferson.village.virginia.edu/dickinsonl
• Papers of Frederick Douglass (MEP Project)
http://adh.sc.edu/fd/fd-table.html
• Melville Electronic Library
http://www.iath.virginia.edu/melville/
• Elizabeth Oakes Smith Page
http://www.neiu.edu/-thschermleos/eospage.htm
• Mark Tw.lin in His Times
http://etext.virginia.edu/railtonl
• Walt Whitman Hypertext Archive
http://jefferson.village.virginia.edu/whitman

libraries and Arr:hia:!s
• African-American Women: On-line Archival Collections
http://scriptorium.lib.duke.edu!collections/africanamerican-women.html
• African American Women Writers of the 19d1 Century
http://digital.nypl.orgischomburglwriters aa 191
• Harlem: Mecca of the New Negro
http://etext.virginia.edu/harlem/index.html
• Nineteenth Century Women Writers Web, Etext Library
http://www.unl.edu/legacy/Elibrary;html
• North American Slave Narratives
http://docsouth.unc.edu/nehlneh.htrnl
• Online Archive of Nineteenth-Century U.S. Women's
Writings
http://www.facstaff.bucknell.edulgcarrl12cUSWW/
index.html

Single-Text Prrjds
• How the Chimney-Sweep Got the Ear of the Emperor:
A Critical Edition with Facsimile
http://etext.virginia.edu/users/tousignantlchimneyl
• Mark Tw.tin's HcklebrryRnn: Text, Illustrations, and
Early Reviews
http://etext.lib.virginia.edu/twainlhuckfinn.html
• Uncle Tan's Cabin and American Culture
http://jefferson.village.virginia.edu/utci

Author ~ PrC(jecJs that Include Te:xJs or Editions
• James Fenimore Cooper Society
http://webserver1.oneonta.edu/externaVcooperi
• Edgar Allan Poe Society of Baltimore
http://www.eawe·org

Notes
1. See Joseph Slater, The Cbnf5{xmdena? ifErrte1Y)J1 and Carble
(New York: Colmnbia University Press, 1964); and Robert E.
Spiller et a!., The Collected W0!k5 afRalph Waldo Emerson (Cambridge:
Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1971-).
2. Susan Hockey, Electrorzic Texts in the Humanities: Principles
andPn:k:l:ke (New York: Oxford University Press, 2(00), 132.
3. The URLs for all sites mentioned in the tex1: are provided in
the Appendix.
4.See http://adh.sc.edu/mepinfo/MEP-Docs/proptoc.htm#
Section 2.
5. See http://www.nyu.edu/projects/sanger/ceshome.htm.
"Defining Electronic Editions."
6. See http://digital.nypl.org/schomburg/writers aa191
editorial.htm!# The Digital Schomburg Editions: An Interlinked
Collection.
7. See Charles Green's review at http://english.ttu.edu/
kairos/2.2/reviews/green/whitfirst.htm!· the ADE Reviews are
available at Survey of Sites, http://www.nyu.edulprojects/sanger/
ceshome.htm. See also my "surfing the American Renaissance:
Internet Resources for literary Scholars," ESQ 45 (Winter 1999):
67-95.
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Schobrly Editing and the Re1ationship between the
United States and Europe: Recent Developments in
the Marx-Engels-Gesmntausgabe (MEGA)
MALCOLM SYLVERS

T

he complete historical-critical edition of
the works of Karl Marx and Friedrich
Engels-the Marx-Engels-Gesamtausgabe
(MEGA)-which had been produced jointly by the Institutes of Marxism-Leninism (IML) in the German
Democratic Republic and the Soviet Union, was overwhelmed by the events of 1989: not only the two Institutes in question but the states themselves of which they
were a part disappeared together with the generous financing the latter had offered. Moreover, the total colhpse of willt had been called "real, existing socialism,"
of which Marx and Engels were considered the ideological base, called into question the utility of continuing such
an edition: Had not these events indicated that the study
of such thinkers was outdated?
Despite this, after several years of uncertainty, tl1e
edition was successfully reorganized in the mid-nineties
under the auspices of an intemationally based foundation
with its seat in Amsterdam--the Intemationale MarxEngels-Stiftung (IMES)-and its main center and secretariat in the Berlin-Brandenburgische Akademie der
Wissenschaften (BBAW). The reorganization was brought
about by the Intemationaal Instituut voor Sociale
Geschiedenis (IISG) in Amsterdam, which coordinated
efforts by the Berlin Akademie, the two institutions in
Russia that succeeded the Moscow IML, the Karl-MarxHaus in Trier, Germany, and the Fondazione Feltrinelli in
Milan, Italy. Although most formal points about the edition continued according to the guidelines of the ME G A
which began in the 1970s, at least two new concepts were
present: in the future all "political-ideological interpretations"-heavily present in the introductions--were to be
eliminated, and the editorial work was to be internationalized, that is, no longer limited to former members of
Malcolm Sylvers is Associate Professor of u.s. History at the University of Venice in Italy. He has published on the labor movement,
the social and political philosophy of Thomas Jefferson, and contemporary u.s. domestic and foreign policy. Together with two colleagues
at the University of Marburg in Germany, he is editing volume ill/29
of the MEGA, the correspondence of Friedrich Engels, 1888-89.
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the two IMLs.l In fact, although the collaboration of
former scholars in the GDR and USSR-now mostly
retired--is essential to the furtherance of the edition, several younger German scholars from the Federal Republic of Germany are now working in the Akademie;
moreover there are teams editing individual volumes in
Denmark, the United States, France, and Italy. With these
trW bases the German government-in one of the last
acts of Helmut Kohl's Christian Democratic administration in the late nineties-agreed to fmance the ME G A
within the framework of the Akademie. The edition is
therefore today housed in the same building where the
works of Gottfried Leibnitz and Alexander von
Humboldt, the dictionaty of the Grimm brothers, and
the collection of German medieval documents are
W)rked on Quite simply, Marx and Engels are nowevaluated as an essential part of German culture; tl1e ME G A
is thus in competition for the limited funding available for
such projects.
If Marx and Engels are no longer the ideological basis
of a society or a movement, their thought is now seen as
an integral part of nineteenth-century German and European political and intellectual history. Under this general vision new volumes are beginning to come out
regularly. Even if tl1e MEGA is typically German in its
form, it might be instructive and stimulating for those
working in the United States in the field of editorial studies to take a look at it. In addition, quite a bit of material
in this historical-critical edition-more than is usually
thought-is a part of or relevant to U.S. history.

The Edition
The present-day MEGA, which began in tl1e early
1970s, was a second attempt at a complete edition. The
first one, in the Soviet Union in the 1920s and 1930s, did
not get vety far primarily because many collaborators fell
victim to repression by Stalin. When it was again begun,
tl1e ME G A was intended as an exclusive production of
the two IMLs, although two-thirds of the manuscripts
of Marx and Engels were at the IISG in Amsterdam In

fact, if both the host governments were at first somewhat
hesitant, this was not only because of the enormous costs
involved but also because constant contact was necessaty
with foreign scholars and institutions. In brief, as Rolf
Dlubek, one of the German founding fathers of the
MEGA, put it later, the edition had to balance continually
the ideological legitmation of existing socialist societies
with a serious application of editorial studies. 2 And yet,
scholars outside the two countries involved always considered it a highly serious editorial enterprise. When a
"ttial" volume came out in 1972, comments were invited
from over one hundred international specialists, many of
which were incorporated.
The MEGA edition has divided Marx and Engels'
works into four Alxeilul1g.m or sections. The first includes
all published OOoks and articles during their lifetime as
well as work outlines; also included here are all translations of their own works that they themselves carried out
or that they supervised. From this first section are excluded all writings connected with DasKapital which make
up the second section. These include not only the several
editions of the three volumes in German but also the
French and English editions of the first volume published
during the life of Marx and Engels and directly supervised by them. The second section also includes all of
Marx's preceding economic works which led up to Das
KapiJal as well as all manuscripts related to this work; these
are printed in full according to the handwritten originals.
The third section deals with the correspondence, not only
the letters they wrote but also those received. When completed, this section will have 14,000 pieces of correspondence of which 4,000 are from Marx and Engels. Tlr
last Atieilung is dedicated to their noteOOoks containing
annotations, excerpts, and bibliographical lists, as well as
their comments on books in their library. In this section a
volume published in 1999 (N/32)-the only one not
dedicated to their writing~ontains dle complete list of
their library holdings with indications of where the texts
now are as well as of the pages on which there are marginal comments. 3 Material in all sections of the MEGA
includes annotations for all handwritten changes by the
authors in their manuscripts.
The editorial reorganization of the 1990s decided to
continue the edition as a joint one of both authors. Tlr
former tenet of ideological orthodoxy in the socialist
countries--that there was a complete identity of thought
between dle two-can no longer be taken seriously. But
given the strong interconnection of the lives and study of
Marx and Engels, a unified edition remains completely
justified. If it is clear that they possessed individual styles

and interests, it is also true that their continuous and intense relationship has no parallel in German cultural history: the relations between Luther and Melanchthon,
Goedle and Schiller, and Adomo and Horkheirner were
quite different."
Until the moment of the collapse of dle GDR and
the USSR, the two Institutes of Marxism-Leninism in
Moscow and Berlin, together with the GDR Academy
of Sciences and the collaboration of many university
groups in this country. succeeded in published 47 volumes,
about a third of dle originally projected 142 volumes. Tlr
reorganization of the edition has reduced this number to
114 (in 122 OOoks given that some volumes are divided)
mosdy through the decision not to print all the texts themselves to which there are marginal comments or markings by Marx and Engels. Since the reorganization, 6
additional volumes have appeared and dle objective is now
to publish two volumes each year; if all goes as scheduled, by 2030 the MEGA indeed may be completed as
planned
While the ME G A was previously published by Dietz
Verlag, which from dle late nineteenth century has a long
history of association with the German working-class
movement, it is now put out by the Akademie Verlag,
which publishes sin1ilar editions. The current printing of
these volumes directly from computer files has meant dut
the stored files can be easily transformed and updated
through further research in the event of a second edition.
And presumably they could be made available on-line
through the Akademie's home page (yw"w.btuwde2.
In the MEGA, as in odler German historical-critical
editions, material is presented complete and in the originallanguage while punctuation and spelling are never
modernized 5 Variants--the authors' handwritten corrections in their manuscripts--are all meticulously indicated,
and there are no "silent corrections" of spelling or other
errors: all interventions by the editors are specifically
stated. Each document is accompanied by a text history
which indicates where the original manuscript is located,
dle writing material utilized (type of paper and ink), and
the context in which it arose. It is thus different from what
in the German tradition is called a "study edition," which
publishes all that is available in the author's last version, or
a "reader's edition," which is usually a selection. All volumes of the ME G A come in reality in two distinct OOoks
in that dle text is separated from the editor's material; the
latter in fact appears in a second physical OOok called the
AJ1xtrat which direcdy parallels, page for page, the text
itself This latter part also contains, for each volume, a name
index with biographical inforrmtion on all those men-
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tioned and a bibliography of all published or archival
rmterial to which reference has been made in any way in
the text.
An example from a recent volume of the MEGA, a
letter of 1860 of Karl Marx to the Belgian democrat
Lucien Jottrand, in comparison with the way the same
material appears in the standard English edition of the
Cdla::ta;lWorks, can perhaps clarify the differences(figures
1...:.3).6
As is evident, the presentation of the text is more
complete and in its form more directly reproduces the
handwritten original, also indicating the beginning of a
new manuscript page with "I I" or " I". Aside from the
text history at the beginning-which gives a physical de-

Figure 1.
Facsimile afthe letter.

scription of the letter itself, sets the context in which to
read the document, and indicates whether and where it
has been previously published---notes in the ME G A are
more copious (some send the reader to notes in other
letters in the same volume) and are directly presented in
the parallel pages of the Apparat as opposed to being
placed at the end of the volume. Had there been changes
in Marx's text or errors in his English (which he would
have recognized as such, as opposed to personalized and
repetitive spelling errors or clumsiness of expression), they
would have been noted. The CoIJa:ted works text of the
letter contains a misprint--the number of years that Marx
14
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states he had worked for the New-York TrilxlYKJ--and an
error in underlining, something that one presumes would
not show up in the ME G A.
The impoltance of all material being published in the
original is that Marx and Engels wrote in several languages
and received letters in many more: only 60 percent of their
work is in German with 30 percent in English, 5 percent
in French, and the remaining 5 percent distributed anl0ng
various other languages that they used primarily for correspondence. The fact that all notes, the text histories and
the introductions to the single volumes are in German
naturally poses the question of its accessibility for mono-

Figure 2.
The letter as it appeared in the Collected Works.

lingual English scholars. The latter, after all, could be interested not only in the 30 percent which appears in this
language in a much truer version but in the various pieces
of infonrntion in the A J1XIlUt not available in editions like
the CoIJa:ted Works. Nor can the question be resolved by
pointing out how, in a not-too-distant past, scholars of
u.s. history were somewhat more proficient in foreign
languages, of which German was certainly not the one
least studied. Perhaps one can only conclude that editions
like the ME G A might be a part of the campaign to reinforce the study of languages in doctoral programs.
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Figure 3.
The letter as it appears in the MEGA, with notes.

Marx and Engels 'wrote and were politically active
only in Europe: in fact, after the defeat of the 1848 Revolution, they rarely returned to the Continent from England.
Engels did have a direct experience with the United States,
but this was only a one-month private trip in the fall of
1888. Both were, however, from the beginning of their
intellectual careers extremely interested in developments
in this country: already as a young man in the early 18408
Marx had excerpted or utilized material on the United
States from Alexis de Tocqueville, Gustav de Beaumont,
.and Thomas Hamilton. 7 In various ways---mostly through
books but also through personal correspondence and
visitors in London----they continually informed themselves
about this country, and this inforrmtion often appears in
their writings. This is of course not strange in that Marx
and Engels were acute observers of their time, and the
United States during their centuIy came to occupy an increasing role in world affairs, aside from being universally recognized as a specific model or form of industrial
development
Theywere in fact struck by the particular form of
capitalism, in many ways different from the European
variety. The political and soda! meaning of the absence
of feudalism, the presence of small farmers participating directly in a national and international market, the specific characteristics of land rent, the very particular
forrmtion of the multiethnic and multiracial working class
and how this affected its political consciousness, a democracy mixed with broad elements of personal liberty but
also corruption, as well as the general dynamism of the
country and its people were all characteristics that greatly
interested Marx and Engels and to which they gave much
attention in their writings. It is for example no surprise
that Das Kapital abounds with references to the United
States in that it was written in large part during the Civil
War, an event they considered of worldwide importance
and upon which they constantly commented in both their
correspondence and their journalism of the period. A
review of the two existing subject indexes for the 41volume Wetke---the German "study edition" which preceded the MEGA-has revealed no fewer than 800
references to the United States.8
Even if most books they used were in public libraries like the British Museum, the volume of the MEGA
on their personal libraries (N/32) can be a starting point
in discussing their interest in the United States. These contained several texts by Europeans on the country, mostly
dealing with agriculture and small farmers; important is
Michel Chevalier's Lettres sur l'Amerique du Nord, quoted
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in Marx and Engels' DiedeukheldtrJcgie. More important
are the texts from within dle United States itself. Aside
from dlOse about dle U.S. working-class movement, dlere
were seven volumes of govemment statistics, of which
one may have been directly utilized by Engels for his editing of Marx's third volume of Das Kapital. The U.S.
authors range from John Humphrey Noyes on utopian
socialists and communists, the social reformers Richard
Ely and William Ellery Channing, an anthology of
jefferson's writings in French (correspondence and his
autobiograrflY), R. S. Ripley's work on the 1846-48 war
against Mexico (often spoken of in the letters exchanged
by Marx and Engels and "utilized" by them in their support of the United States against their "lazy" and less
progressive southem neighbors) and that of John Elliott
Cairnes on slavery (quoted in Das Kapital). Present also
were two U.S. authors whose importance for Marx and
Engels cannot be underestimated: the economist Henry
Carey; who quoted Marx and whose economic thinking
Marx considered directly representative of the specific
form of U.S. capitalism, and fue anthropologist Lewis
Henry Morgan, whose work Marx excerpted and whose
Ancient ~ is at the base of Engels' D?r Urspntng der
Familk, desPrit.ate;geniumsunddesSlaa!s. Most significandy,
several of iliese texts have marginal annotations.
A case can also be made iliat the United States was
not only important for these two thinkers but iliat iliey
were iliemselves a part of the country's nineteeili-century
experience. The most obvious is through ilieir followers-ilie many friends and fellow exiles who had emigrated
after 1848, several of whom were to fight in the Civil War
(naturally on the side of ilie North) and to participate in
ilie socialist movement beginning in 1860s and in the First
International which was active in ilie United States in ilie
1870s. From London ilie First Intermtional sent greetings, written by Marx, to Lincoln on his reelection in 1864.
This Address was printed in various newspapers on both
sides of ilie Adantic, and ilie organization received a personal reply from ilie U.S. ambassador to Great Britain,
Charles Francis Adanls. Marx himself was a subject of
some curiosity in dle last period of his life, and in 1871
and ilien in 1879 interview; appeared in ilie New York Woo
and ilie 0Ji::qp TriIxtne. 9
Most important is iliat Marx and Engels worked as
journalists for one of the most influential English-language
rrwspapers of ilieir time, ilie New-York T1ilum, edited
by ilie reformer Horace Greeley.lO A relationship had
existed wiili ilie managing editor, Charles Dana, from ilie
time of the 1848 Revolution, when the latter met Marx
in Europe, and this connection roots Marx in ilie nine16
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teendl-century United States. Marx and Engels from 1851
to 1862 wrote 465 articles--all were formally submitted
by Marx---of which almost half were utilized as unsigned
lead articles (wiiliout ilie permission of ilie auilior). In ilie
period of ilieir collaboration ilie circulation of dle paper
rose from 50,000 to almost 300,000; various estinlates
affirm dlat the Tri/x/1K? had perhaps a million readers.
Among ilie main European correspondents, iliey wrote
on ilie failed German revolution, ilie struggle for Italian
unity, British policy in India and ilie SeJX)y rebelion, ilie
war in Crimea, as well as oilier topics. 11 It appears, moreover, that the signed and unsigned contributions brought
forth more "Letters to the Editor" than those of any other
foreign correspondent of the TriIxtne. When Dana left dle
raper in 1862 to accept a position in Lincoln's war cabinet, their collaboration ended. They also contributed more
ilian 70 articles, mosdy on military questions and written
by Engels, to George Ripley and Charles Dana's 16-volll11r N?wAmericanC)dqxIe;lia published between 1858 and
1863, which renlained until ilie end of the nineteenili century ilie most popular U.S. encyclopedia. From it, we could
note in passing, one of Engels' articles has recendy been
republished and just might be useful in interpreting current events. 12

.Conclusion
Like other critical· editions, the MEGA may be seen
in these times as a useful reaffirnution of the centrality
of ilie written text in our dvilization. Spedfically, ilie it1mxEngeis-Gesarntausgal:X? adds gready to our knowledge of
iliese authors. Thevariations in their manuscripts allowus
to chart the evolution of the text and thus the thought of
the author. (This is far more possible with Marx, who
wrote as he was thinking, ilian for Engels, who tended to
put down on paper what he had first dlOUght out in his
mind.) The publication of all manuscripts of DasKapital
will allow us to see exacdy how Engels put together the
second and third volumes, and consequendy it will be
much easier to understand ilieir differences as well as their
sinmarities. The correspondence, on ilie oilier hand, wiili
the publication of the letters iliey received and ilie identification of thousands of individuals, will take us a long
way toward seeing iliem, not as individual geniuses, but
as part of an intellectual and political environment. And
their notebooks togeilier wiili the existing volume on ilieir
libraries will aid us in understanding ilieir intellectual development and ilie way ilieyworkecl. 13 For this reason,
ilie existing anthologies of U.S. material from Marx and
Engels,14 as well as the Co!kdedWOIks themselves, should
take on new meaning when scllolars have available-or

use what has already been published-the historical-critical edition with regard to subjects related to this country.
What, in general, comes out of the ME G A is a much
richer panorama of nineteenth-century intellectual and
political history. The role of Marx and Engels in the Europe of this century is undisputed, and not only because
of the political groups that considered themselves linked
to their ideas. As to their possible utility in analyzing the
political and economic dynamics of contemporary society, here the dehlte is of course open. But if a case can
be made-as I think it can---that Marx and Engels could
be part of a better understanding of the nineteenth century in the United States, then the Marx-Engels~ is certainly of interest to those who deal with
this period.
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Minutes of the ADE Annual Business Meeting
Purple Room, North Carolina Museum of History
Raleigh, North Carolina, October 4, 2001
President Joseph McElrath called the meeting to order at
4:30P.M.
The minutes of the 2000 annual business meeting, as published in the September 2001 issue of DxurrentaryFditing, were
approved.
The president extended thanks to several members for their
service during the past year: Frank Grizzard, ADE webmaster,
for maintaining the website and giving it its recent facelift;
Charlene Bickford, chair of the Federal Policy Committee, and
Charles Cullen, ADE representative to the National Historical
Publications and Records Commission (NHPRC); Carol DeBoerlangworthy, leaving the council after her three-year term as cooncillor-at-Iarge; and Mary-Jo Kline, who developed the program
for the annual meeting. The president asked that anyone interested in serving on an ADE conm1ittee contact Mary-Jo Kline,
the incoming president. Also thanked were Cathy Moran Hajo
and the Committee on Electronic Stanclards for developing standards for electronic editions, which will now be incorporated
into the ADE website, and for developing a model for descriptive reviews of websites. The president extended the appreciation of the ADE to Susan Holbrook Perdue and the Membership Committee for completing work on the revised informational brochure. ADE members are encouraged to disseminate
copies of the brochure at meetings, to students, or in any way
that n1ight be useful. The president announced that representatives of the NHPRC and the National Endowment for the Humanities would be available for individual conferences on Saturday
morning.

Secretary'sReport
Jim Mcdure thmked his predecessors as secretary, especially
Susan Holbrook Perdue for her readiness to answer questions
during the past year. Announcing the election results, the secretaty reported that 84 ballots had been cast and that Haniet Furst
Simon had won the cOlmcillor-at-large seat. The other results of
the balloting were president-elect, Beth E. Luey, secretary, James
P. McClure; treasurer, Gary Moulton; director of publications,
Beverly Wilson Palmer; and, as the 2001-2002 Non1inating Comn1ittee, Richard Leffler (chair), Jesse Crisler, Robert Rosenberg,
Celeste Walker, and Elizabeth Hall Witherell. The secretary also
reported that the ADE currently has 432 members.
Calling attention to the annual membership directory, the
secretaty noted that the change of format to an 8l12" by 11" page
size in 2001 was partly a move toward cost savings, but was particularly intended to make the annual production of a ptinted
directory more convenient. The secretaty also spoke about the
upcon1ing "supplemental" directory that will be part of the ADE
w:Dsite statting in 2002. Although the AD E's printed directories quickly become outdated as information changes, the online
supplemental directory will allow information to be updated during the course of the year. To ensure privacy, listing in the online
version will be voluntary, and only infornution that the mem-
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ber specifically authorizes will be induded. The 2002 dues renewal
form will indude check boxes for d1is authorization. The secretary asked for volunteers "'illing to participate in a prototype of
the supplemental directory to be developed during tall 2001.

Treasurer'sReport
Gary Moulton presented the financial report for Fiscal Year
2000-2001 (1 September-31 August) and the budget for Fiscal
Year 2001-2002. He noted that the finances of the ADE were
sound and secure and thanked his predecessor, William Ferraro,
for his assistance during the period of transition. There is no
debt remaining from the expenses of the 2000 annual meeting,
and much of the extraordinary expense of that meeting, such as
legal fees and a settlement paid to the Radisson hotel, has been
met by contributions eannaIked for that purpose. The treasurer
noted that income of the prize funds for the Julian P. Boyd and
JoAnn Boydston awards was restricted and has therefore not
been shown as part of the AD E's regular income in the proposed budget. In addition, the AD E's certificates of deposit
currently yielding 7 percent will not produce that same level of
income after their renewal. The treasurer reiterated, however,
that even with reduced interest income the ADE will still be in
strong fmancial shape. He invited anyone with questions about
the association's finances to contact him.
The proposed budget for the 2001-2002 ftscal year was
adopted
PubIicationsCommittee
Beverly Wtlson Palmer, director of publications, announced
the successful completion of the search for a new editor for
Dxum:n::tryEditing. During 2002 the journal will make the transition from Arizona State University and the editorship of Beth
Luey to Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis.
Marianne Wckeck will be the new editor. After thanking Beth
Luey for her service as editor, Bevffly Palmer introduced Marianne
Wckeck, who made a plea for ideas about new feltures for the
journal or improvements to existing features. She also encouraged submission of articles for DxurrentaryFdUing.

Meetings Committee
Speaking for the Meetings Committee, Philander Chase
announced that Washington, D.C., will be the site of rextyear's
annual meeting, November 1-3, 2002. This will be a Friday-toSunday arrangement and will be the second time the ADE has
changed the more customary pattem of Thursday-to-Saturday
(the ftrst time was in Chicago in 1991). Mary Giunta and Charlene
Bickford are overseeing local arrangements for the 2002 meeting.
The meeting site will be the Hotel Washington, one of the
landmarks of Pennsylvania AVffne.
The committee duir also annolmced that tl1e 2003 meeting
will be held in Chicago. Elizabeth Hall Witherell will lead the
Local Arrangements Committee, assisted by Charles Cullen and

others. Philander Chase asked anyone with suggestions of sites
for future meetings, and in particular anyone willing to host a
meeting, to contact the Meetings Committee.
Other Business
Donna Kelly, chair of the Local Arrangements Committee,
made announcements concerning meeting events.

Candace Falk announced that the hotel workers' union in
Berkeley, California, had acknmviedged the AD E for its support
of the boycott of the Radisson Marina Hotel last year.
There being no other business, the president adjomed the
meeting at 5: 10 PM.
JamesP. McClure,ADE Secretary

Session Summaries
Docwnentsinthe~room

Leslie S. Rowland, Frruimen and YJuthem ~ P!rjfxt, Uniwrsity if
Maryland, CoOege Park, moderator; John P. Kaminski, Dxumenk:iry
History9lthe Ratification ofthe Constitution, UntmsityifWlSConsin, 1l1adisvn; Candace Falk, Emma Goldman Papers, Uniwrsity of California,
Berlaiey; Kenneth M. Price, 1heClassroomFkctric:Dickimxm, Whitman,
and American Culture, Depanment if English, Uniwrsity if Nebraska,
Lincdn; Dennis Conrad, Nalxil Hi<iorical Cen1eI7NaIhanad Grwze Pape!S.

John Kaminski discussed using documents in teaching and
preparing documents for classroom use. He suggested that teaching editors consider themselves and their documentary collections
laboratories in the humanities. He uses a 1,OOO-page handbook
and document collection as a textbook, and he described other
books he has developed for use in dassrooms and for public talks.
Candace Falk described how a traveling exhibit became the
basis for a high school curriculum project. To make sure their
material would fit into the standard curriculum, her project
worked with curriculwn experts. In addition to documents, the
project provided a glossary, teacher'S guide, videos, and a bibliogra[hy. She stressed the importance of collaborating with other
groups.
Kenneth Price described his use of two research archives in
college dassrooms. With grants from the Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education, he worked with the literature faculty to develop satellite websites to allow undergraduate
access. He emphasized the difficulty of assessing the project. He
conduded that the best sites provide deep research content not
otherwise available to students.
Dennis Conrad briefly discussed Di5caeringtheAmericanPat,
a collection of documents that has become a bestselling U.S. history textbook.
In her comments, Leslie Rowland emphasized the importance of teachers' institutes and workshops and of partnering
with school districts, teachers, musewns, archives, and historical
societies.

seven million items online, ranging from presidental and congreSSional papers to maps, photos, fUm clips, and musical recordings. As an example of the use of having documents online,
Parr looked at a letter by James Jay to Thomas Jefferson in 1806
seeking remuneration for invisible ink.
Stephen Rhind-Tutt discussed creating easier-ta-use and
better indexes through online documents. Putting text online
allowed for more comprehensive searches of primary documents.
Frank Grizzard discussed some of the problems of putting large collections of documents online. For one, different organizations with vested interests in particular documents must
be negotiated with to ensure that a variety of goals are met. Further, online text must be compatible with future software.
Grizzard also expressed concern for ensuring the accuracy of
online collections with tens of thousands of documents.
Matthew Hershey worried about becoming a documentary
dinosaur after becoming an acquisitions editor in 1994 and yet
wondered how his company could afford to go digital. Scholarly
Resources has therefore experimented ",ith various media, induding CD-ROMs, microfilm, and full text archive$ of resources.
.While Scholarly Resources has used a variety of media over the
last five years, books are still the best sellers and annual sales have
increased.

DamageAssessmentandAwardsforExcellence
lloyd Benson, Departnnent ifHistory. Putman Uni1Rfsity, moderator;
John Simon, PajX!rS of ulysses S. Grant, Southern Illinois UnilRl'Sity,
Ca1fx»uIak Susan Belasco, Depanment of English, University of Nebraska, Lincoln; Robert Rosenberg, Thomas A. Edison Paper.;, Rutgers
Untmsity, cOl1lrnentator.
Both papers from this session are published in this issue.

Nowthatweknowwhereweare,howdowedeclde
whereto go?
Beth Luey, Scholarly Publishing Prr:gram, History Department, Arizona
Uniwrsity, moderator; Leslie Rowland, Frmimen and ~
Society Project. Untmsity if.'I1aryland, 0Jlkge Pari?; Perry Leavell, D3panment ifHistory, Dn?u' Uniwlsity; lloyd Benson, Department ifHistory, litmtan Uniwlsity; Robert Rosenberg, Thomas A. Edison Paper.;,
Rutgers Uniwrsity.
State

TheMassMarketforDocwnentsandTexts
]. Perry Leavell, Dn?u' Untmsity, moderator; Marilyn Parr, National
Digital Library, Library of Congm>5; Stephen Rhind-Tutt, Alexander
Strwt Press, Alexandria, Virginia; Frank E. Grizzard Jr., Paper.; if
Grolge Washington, Uniwrsiiy if Virginia; Matthew Hershey, ScIxJa1y
RESOUrces Inc, Wilmington, Diaur:tre.

Marilyn Parr spoke about digitizing documents from the
Library of Congress and placing them on the Web. The National
Digital Ubrary first received funding in 1995 and has placed about

When contemplating the future of documentary editions,
there appear to be two central areas of concern: who is the audience and what role does technology play? What became apparent
over the course of the session's open discussion is that more
questions exist than answers.
Cbntimlfdp. 28
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ADE Treasurer's Report
FISCAL YEAR, SEPTEMBER 1, 2000-AUGUST 31, 2001
The finances of the Association for Documentary Editing are sound. 1here has been an increase in the general
budget of $6,588, a gain of 14.3 percent. 1he actual expenses from the 2000 conference in Oakland show an overage
of $526, vvhile a good deal of the extra charges ($5,536) associated with the change of venue from Berkeley have been
reduced to $1,856. We can thank our members for their generous contributions tOW<lfd this end
The finances of the Association for Documentary Editing are secure. 1he transition from one treasurer to another
went smoothly without interrupting the normal activities of the organization and without appreciable loss of income to
the accounts. I want to acknowledge Bill Ferraro for his work as treasurer from 1997 to 2001. His careful attention to
AD E's fmances are largely responsible for our present firm footing. Thank you, Bill.
When anyone takes over a task from another person-even from someone as capable as Bill-changes in management occur. In the present instance, the changes have been mostly small administrative ones and are not readily apparent
in the report. I will be happy to speak to the details of my accounting procedures with anyone who is interested.
Let me make a few comments about future prospects for our finances. Presently a portion of our money is invested in a CD account drawing 7 percent interest. When this CD matures in December, you know well that we cannot
expect to receive anywhere near this kind of return on our money. However, given our present adequate resources, the
generous contributions of members, and the continued careful management of the funds, we should have no problem
meeting our normal fmancial functions. The Boyd and Boydston funds are also well provided for and fully carnble of
rnying the prizes under their respective aW<lfd provisions.
Inrome

1999-2000.Adual
$12,935

Dues

01

Contributions
Conventions
DE subSCriptions

11,103

SCX5

2000-2001Budgd
$12,750
1,000
15,000
1,000

336

Book sales
Interest
Boyd and Boydston

710
~

Totals

$ 27,957

o

~~

$32,337

30akland fund, $3,680; General fimd, $650.
'Reimbursement on California legal retainer.

1999-2000.Adual
$ 20,(1)2
6,022

Expen<ies

Conventions
D:x:um:!nkJry Editing
Membership directory
Fererai Policy Committee

o

382
1,500

Natl Coordinating Committee
Natl Humanities Alliance
Buttemeld Award
Distinguished Service aW<lfcis
Book purchases/postage
Premium books
Website Committee
ADE brochure
Office supplies/postage
Award plaques
Audit
Boyd and Boydston transfer

2000-2001Budgd
$14,000
6,250
1,000
750

2000-2001.Adual
$12,553

1,500
1,500
500

1,500

2,000

500

5,716
1,286

o

2,000

500

o

118

o
o
o

o

500

o
o
o
o

1,200
100

1,157
117

150
150
3,000

o

1,682

o
o

920

o

920

530

---1.li

--100

$33,451

$31,700

--.Jl

Miscellaneous

August 31, 2000
August 31, 2001

129

1,371

--15Q
$31,700

'Combined with "Dues" in 1999-2000.
2None budgeted; see separate entry.

Totals
FY 2000-01 Overage,
Assets (non-restricted)*

~

300
1,500
02

1,855

Miscellaneous

2000-2001.Adual
$9,980
4,3303
12,579

o

$ 25,749

$6,588
<llecking
$ 944
1,572

FY 1999-2000 to FY 2000-01 Increase,

Savings
$44,949
30,568

CDs

$

0

20,541

Nebraska
$200

o

Total
$46,093
52,681

$6,588

"Restricted assets include the Boyd and Boydston accOlmts ($17,955 + 6,115 = $24,070); see separate entry. The asset total for August 31,
2000, is $525 lower than that shown last year in order to reflect restricted funds which were not separated at that time.
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Lyman IL Butterfleld A~d
Presented by Cullom Davis
The Lyman H. Butterfield AW<lfd is presented arulUally to an individual, project, or institution in recognition
of special contributions to the advancement of documentary editing in the areas of publication, teaching, and service. This year's award winner, Margot Backas, has
exemplified those ideals in a distinguished career of publishing, supporting, and nurturing documentary editions.

Photo by Sharon R. Stevens
Margot is well known and highly regarded among
ADE members for her twenty years of dedicated service to scholarly editors on behalf of the National Encbwment for the Humanities. Less widely recognized are
her previous accomplislunents in trade and academic
publishing, with such venerable institutions as the University of Chicago Press, the Johns Hopkins University Press,
and Horace Liveright, where she was editor-in-chief.
Among the important figures she published were Pierre
Mendes-France, film critic Stanley Kauffman, and Alice
B. Toklas. She also regularly wrote book reviews for
American and overseas newspapers, and consulted on
publishing matters for prominent cultural organizations.

Joining NEH in 1981, she first directed its important
subvention program for scholarly presses. By the time of
its discontinuance in 1996, this effort had supported publication of over a thousand volumes at more than a hundred presses. In 1985 Margot became assistant director
in NEH's Research Division, responsible for overseeing
the programs for scholarly editions and translations. In that
capacity she patiently and wisely counseled countless editors about their projects, NEH proposals, and publication plans. Nearly all of us here, and on more than one
occasion, have been the beneficiaries of her experience,
judgment, and deep appreciation for documentary publication. Within NEH she tirelessly compiled statistics and
testimonials in support of our work, and she became an
effective advocate with her peers and superiors. She even
brokered significant private support for various editions
through the National Trust for the Humanities.
Another measure of Margot's dedication has been her
faithful attendance and service at ADE meetings, where
she listened carefully to the presentations and made herself available to veteran and novice editors alike.
Scrupulously professional and circumspect at all times,
Margot Backas takes no credit for her vital achievements,
so it is up to us to proclaim them. At her retirement, NEH
Chairman Bill Ferris recognized her "graceful, sophisticated, and learned mark on this institution, and on the
v.hole of humanities scholarship." Stanley Katz applauded
her for being "knowledgeable, tough-minded, fair, and
efficient," and many editors have warmly recounted her
candid advice and unstinting encouragement.
With such a long and remarkable record, Margot
Backas richly deserves our collective gratitude and recognition. We therefore proudly announce her receipt of
the 2oo1 Butterfield AW<lfd
Composing this year's award committee were Cullom Davis, chair,
Helen R. Deese, Dorothy Twohig, and Conrad E. Wright.
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BoJdAwa-d
Presented by
John Simon and Barbara Oberg

.try, rllen returned to William and Mary to edit rlle QuarIn 1978 a group of editors planning to launch an
association of documentary editors learned that Julian P.
terlY. After 1966, at rlle University of Virginia, as James
Boyd wished the new association well but, of course,
Madison Professor of History, he served two terms as
could not himself join because, as he asserted vehemently,
chair, and in 1976 succeeded Donald Jackson as editor
he was not an editor but a historian. Quickly retreating,
of The Pa{X?fSif Grorg? W~. After Bill retired as a
successful and productive editor in 1992 at rlle age of
other editors decided that the new organization would
instead be an association for documentary editing, a
geventy, rllen he completed his work on six volumes of
change of emphasis that would permit the much-reWashington's Confederation papers, next turned to the
Washington Retirespected founder of
ment series, and
the modem craft to
four volumes apjoin. Boyd, already
ill, died before he
peared in 1998 and
could participate in
1999.
We honor tothe organization
named, at least in
night a prodigious
and versatile scholar
part, in deference to
of awesome achievhis inspirational role
ments.
His accomin its origins.
- Soon afterwards,
plishments in rlle first
rllree score and ten
a rn::rrh:r decided to
years of his career,
endow a Julian P.
Boyd award to be
augmented by remarkable productivpresented every three
ity during rlle past
years to honor someale who had made a
decade, mark him a
giant of our profesdistinguished contriPhoto by Sharon R. Stevens
bution to an undersion.
standing of American history and culture. It was the first,
Barbara Oberg, who first nominated Bill for rlle Julian
and for several years, tlle only honor awarded by a group by
P. Boyd Award, would like to say a few words.
no means assured of permanent existence, but the a\\lli"d
John Simon asked me wherller I would speak about
itself tended to strengthen the group with an implicit promrlle
personal side of Bill Abbot, and I am reminded of
ise of endurance.
Marcus
Cunliffe's wonderful little biography of George
It is my honor tonight to announce that the Julian P.
Washington, subtitled lVbnandMJnument. John has given
Boyd Award for this year will go to an extraordinarily
you the monument and I will say somerlling of rlle man.
v.orthyrecipient, William W. Abbot. As a friend of Boyd,
I first met Bill in rlle winter of 1986 in Charlottesville.
Lyman Butterfield, Lester Cappon, and orllers influential
I
had
just accepted rlle editorship of rlle Benjamin Franklin
in shaping our profession, he forms a link with the past;
Papers
and Bill had invited me to have lunch. He talked
as an active scholar, he embodies links to our present and
about editing, rlle pleasures and challenges of leading a
future.
project,
and mused about rlle relationship between WashWirll a doctorate from Duke, Bill Abbot began his
ington
and
Franklin, rlle general and the diplomat. It was
teaching career in 1953 at rlle College of Willianl and Mary.
dear
that
Bill
absolutely adored editing Washington's papers.
He was soon drawn into editing work, beginning as book
In rlle years after tllat, when the Founding Farllers edireview editor of the WilJiamandMaryQuarte1Y. At Rice,
tors
garllered annually in New York, Bill was rlle core of
from 1961 to 1963, he edited rlleJarnaJif !X>uJhernHisQmtinuai on p. 23
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Boydston Prize
Presented by Ronald A Bosco
For the first time in its history; the JoAnn Boydston
Essay Prize has been awarded to two individuals for review essays published during the past two years: Peter L.
Shillingsburg, for the review of various works published
in The Academy Editions of Australian literature series
and the Colonial Texts Series, which appeared in TEXT
12(1999): 264-273; and Marta Werner, for her review of
ThePamsif EmilyDickirron, edited by R W Franklin,
Variorum Edition, 3vols., Cambridge The Belknap Press
of Harvard University Press, 1998, which appeared in
TEXT 12 (1999): 255-263.
The Boydston Prize Selection Committee (Barbara
B. Oberg, Benjamin Franklin Fisher IV, and Ronald A.
Bosco as Chair) found that Professor ShilIingsburg's and
Professor Werner's essay reviews were exceptional performances on very different topics, editions, and approaches to editorial theory and practice. Moreover, the
Committee found each essay to be intellectually engaging
from start to finish and to have been executed with that
unusual degree of grace, precision, and respect toward
the subjects under review that one expects of prize-winning essay review;.
The consensus within the committee about
Shillingsburg's reviewwas that it was an impressiveiy careful and thorough treatment of multiple Australian works
to which American readers typically have had little, if any,
exposure. All on the Committee felt their horizons expanded and challenged in an exciting way as Shillingsburg
elaborated on the two series in which the editions were
published and provided incisive and insightfully critical

commentary on the very different textual methodologies
represented across the six editions under review One of
the qualities evident in the review that the committee most
prized was Shillingsburg's ability to set forth in a
nonjudgmental manner complex (and sometimes conflicting) textual methodolOgies represented by the works in
the two series.
The consensus within the committee about Werner's
review was that it was an impressively careful and thorough treatment not only of the variorum edition under
examination, but also of the variorum edition of
Dickinson's poems edited by Thomas H. Johnson and
published by the Harvard University Press in 1955, which
it has now superseded. Drawing particular praise from
the committee was the clarity with which Werner discussed
the ways in which the latest edition of
Dickinson's poems has been influenced by feminist
and poststructuralist theory, and the careful attention paid
in the review to both the 1955 and 1998 variorum editions and the clifferences-the very significant and substantial clifferences---between their respective treatments
of Dickinson's multiple, evolving versions of texts.
In summary, the committee found that Professor
Shillingsburg's and Professor Werner's respective review;
covered all the required bases of contemporary treatments
of texts. Both were intelligent, far-reaching, informative,
and absolutely fair to the editions under review, and both
represented at the highest level the function of the reviewer
of a scholarly edition.

wntinued.from p. 22

the group. I remember meetings, drinks, dinners, and
more drinks. Bill was wise, practical, far-sighted, and human. In years when the Washington Papers project was
in better financial shape than the other Founding Fathers
projects, Bill was generous when we did the distribution
of our common funds. He cared about the survival of
the Washington Papers, of cour~, but he also expressed
concern about the health of the other editions. "You take
that extra $25,000," hewould say to the other editors, "we
don't need it this year." He was also one of the first to
see the importance of the new technology and wider
dissemination of our documents (a theme of the present
meeting). Bill took personally the challenge of the CD-

ROM venture when it began in 1988. He was the senior
editor of the profession, but an eager kid at heart. As John
Simon has said, Bill is a link to the past and to the future.
It is just a quarter of a century ago that Bill became
editor of the Washington Papers, and it was Eleanor
Abbot, an editor of the Henry Adams correspondence,
who suggested to Bill that he ask the University of Virginia to let him take on the Washington edition. We are
glad Bill heeded your words, Eleanor. For Bill's commitment to the craft and delight of documentary editing and
for his inspiration to all of us, we honor and thank him
tonight.
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Recent Editions
COMPILED BY MARK A. MASTROMARINO
This quarterly bibliography of current documentary editions published on subjects in the tlelds of American and British history, literature, and
culture is generally restricted to scholarly fust editions of English-language works. To have publications included in future lists, please send press
materials or full bibliographic citations to Johanne Resler, Managing Editor, Santayana Edition, Indiana University-Purdue University,
Indianapolis, Indianapolis, IN 46202-5140.

CARROLL, CHARLES OF ANNAPOLIS, and
CHARLES CARROLL OF CARROLLTON. Da:J.rPqn,
Da:J.rCharley. The Pe-<grinaIionsif a Retxlutionary Aristocrat,
as Told 0'ChalfesCarrollif CarrolltonandHisPaIlrr, Chalfes
Carroll if AnnajXJlis, with Sundry Ob5ermtions on Bastaniy,
0:JiJd..l?mring ,larrmE,MaIriInonJ!, ~e, Tdu.w, SlaW);
andt1x!Politksif RetxlutionaryAmerica. Edited by Ronald
Hoffman, Sally D. Mason, and Eleanor S. Darcy. Chapel
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, for the
Omohundro Institute of Early American History and
Culture, Williamsburg, Va., 2001. 3 vols.: 1768 pp.
$100.00. ISBN 0-8078-2649-9. This collection of correspondence between a father and a son documents the
history of eighteenth-century America through the intimate story of a family and the journey from boyhood to
political prominence of its most illustrious member,
Charles Carroll of Carrollton, the only Roman Catholic
signer of the Declaration of Independence. Editorial
apparatus includes notes, maps, genealogical charts, appendixes, and an index, as well as eighteen illustrations.
CHAPLIN, MILLICENT MARY. Dmuingon t1x!l£lnd:
The New World waJercolors and Diaries (1838-1842) if
MillicentMary OJaplin. Edited 0'fimBumnt. East Lansing:
Michigan State University Press, 2002. 200 pp. $39.95.
ISBN 1-894131-22-3. Mrs. Thomas Chaplin accompanied her husband, a lieutenant colonel in the Coldstream
Guards, to his military post at Quebec in 1838, and she
recorded by pen and brush their travels over the next four
years in Upper and Lower Canada and the United States.
Her diary documents her perspective on New York,
Toronto, Kingston, Montreal, Quebec, the Maritimes, and
Niagara Falls. Also published as full-color plates are seven
of her watercolor sketches, and another sixty black-andwhite reproductions are included.
DUNBAR, PAUL LAURENCE. In His Own Voice 1he
DmmaticandaherUnalla:ia:i.Wotksif PauilaurtnEnmI:rIr.
Edited by Herbert Woodward Martin and Ronald
Primeau. Athens: Ohio University Press, 2002. 400 pp.
$45.00 (cloth), ISBN 0-8214-1410-0; $24.95 (paper.),
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ISBN 0-8214-1411-9. This volume brings together more
than seventy-five plays, short stories, essays, and poems,
some never previously published, written by the first native-bom African American poet to achieve national and
international fame. The appearance of the previously
unpublished play Herri::k and two neglected one-act plaY'
establishes Dunbar's reputation as a dramatist who mastered standard English conventions and used dialect in
musical comedy for ironic effect, as well as demonstrating his subversion of the minstrel tradition. The texts are
supplemented by a foreword by Henry Louis Gates, Jr.,
sixty-one photographs, and a chronology; bibliography,
and index.
EDWARDS, JONATHAN. TheWotksif jonadxmFdwan:i;.
Volume XIX: Sermonsand~, 1734-1738. Edited
by M. X. Lesser. New Haven: Yale University Press, 2001.
864 pp. $80. ISBN 0-300-08714-4. Jonathan EdW<lfds
achieved the greatest sustained mastery of the sermon
form between January 1734 and December 1738, during which time he also kindled his fITst revival, which
spread from his Northampton, Massachusetts, pulpit to
neighboring towns and villages. The four hundred or so
sermons and lectures he delivered during these years exhibit not only splendid rhetoric but also figural intricacies
and tonal nuances that reveal his maturity as a writer. F~
than half have survived and are printed in this volume, as
are his published account of the Northampton revival and
his Discourses on Various ImjXJrtant Suf?jects, five sermons
about the Awakening and the only collection of sermons
he saw through the press.
FERGUSON, JOHN HILL. OntoAtlanta: TheCivilWc;r
Diariesif johnHiUPe-guson, Illinois TenthRegiJmntif V&tnlIDs. Edited by Janet Correll Ellison and Mark A. Weitz.
Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2001. 188 pp.
$49.95. ISBN 0-8032-2012-X. John Hill Ferguson emigrated from Scotland to Illinois and became an American citizen in 1856. He enlisted in the Illinois Veteran
to ktep
Volunteers in 1860 and shortly afterward
a diary. The annotated entries from 1864 to 1865 pub-

regan

lished in this volume present a gritty, day-by-clay, on-theground account of Sherman's March through the South,
describing life in the Tenth Illinois as the Union troops
made their way through the Carolinas and Georgia near
the close of the war.
FRANKLIN, BENJAMIN. 1hePa{E1Sif PenpminFn:mJiin.
Volume XXXVI: Nowmi:xJr1, 1781thrW[jJJVbrch15, 1782.
Edited by Ellen R. Cohn, Jonathan R. Dull, Karen Duval,
Judith M. Adkins, Kate M. Ohno, and Claude A. Lopez.
New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2002. 848
W. $85. ISBN 0-300-08870-1. On the evening of November 19, 1781, Benjamin Franklin in France received
rews of Cornwallis's capitulation at Yorktown a month
earlier, and the American peace commissioner became
caught up in celebrations of the Franco-American victory.
He spent the following winter buying books and attending scientific meetings, patiently awaiting a change of policy
by the British govemment. Spring brought news of the
failing fortunes of Lord North and his colleagues in the
House of Commons, and, as the volume ends, Lord
Cholmondeley is on his way to Paris, arousing hopes that
a new British government might negotiate for peace.
GENNETT, ANDREW 5bundWcrny.Memoirq{ Andrev
Gennett, Iumbertrm. Edited by Nicole Hayler. Athens:
University of Georgia Press, 2002. 248 pp. $34.95. ISBN
0-8203-2345-4. Andrew Gennett (1874-1942) was a native of Nashville, Tennessee, who in 1901 put all his money
into a timber tract along the Chattooga River watershed
and founded with his brother Nat the Gennett Lumber
Company, which is still in operation. By the time he wrote
his recollections of the rough-and-ready outdoor life of
a logger in the southern mountains almost forty years later,
he had become one of the region's most seasoned, innovative, and successful lumbermen. John Alger, a former
lumberman and a historian of forestry and logging, has
written a foreword and afterword to the volume.

compelling look at daily life in Union-occupied eastern
North Carolina. Hedrick arrived in Beaufort inJune 1862,
less than three months after Union troops captured the
town, and remained there until the war's enel, writing to
his brother Benjamin, who in 1856 had been driven from
his professorship at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill for supporting Republican antislavery presidential candidate John C. Fremont. The letters describe
war news, military-civilian relations, and eastern North
Carolina economic conditions and racial and social relationships, as well as the yellow fever epidemic of 1864.
In addition to illustrations and an index, editorial apparatus includes an introductory essay, annotations, and a list
of sources for further reading.
JAMES, HENRY. DeatiyJ3domiFriends: HenryJarmis Letters to YanwM:n. Edited by Susan E. Gunter and Steven
H. Jobe. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2001.
288 pp. $29.95. ISBN 0-472-11009-8. This volume makes
available an ample selection of Henry James's personal
and occasionally intimate letters (95 of them never previously published) to four of the younger men of diverse
talents and traits to whom he increasingly formed passionate attachments in the last decades of his life. The men
included the sculptor Henclrik Andersen (1872-1940), the
dilettante Dudley Jocelyn Persse (1873-1943), and the
writers Howard Overing Sturgis (1855-1920) and Sir
Hugh Walpole (1884-1941). The letters reveal the novelist's
human side and his humorous and warm views of AngloAmerican life over a fifty-year span, as well as his intimate
participation in the daily lives of his friends, whom he
loved with a depth and eroticism never before so fully
documented. Editorial apparatus includes biographical
and historical annotations, chronologies of each man's
relationship to James, and a general introduction surveying nineteenth-century attitudes toward same-sex relationships. The texts are illustrated with eleven photographs.
KECKLEY, ELIZABETH. BdJindtbeScenes. Elizabeth

HEDRICK, JOHN A. lettersfromaNorthCarolinaUnionist:JohnA.HedncktoBenJaminS.Heirick. Edited byJudkin
Browning and Michael Thomas Smith. Raleigh: North
Carolina Department of Cultural Resources, Division of
Archives and History, Historical Publications Section,
2001. 315 pp. $25. ISBN 0-86526-295-0. This volume
publishes for the first time more than two hundred Civil
War letters written by the U.S. Treasury Department collector for the port of Beaufort, N.C., which was occupied by Union troops. The letters provide a unique,

Fi£kley. Edited by Frances Smith Foster. Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2002. 392 pp. $19.95
<!xtper.). ISBN 0-252-07020-8. Born iilto slavery, Elizabeth Hobbs Keckley (ca. 1824-1907) rose to a position
of respect as a talented dressmaker and designer to the
political elite of Washington, D.C., and a confidante of
First Lady Mary Tcdd Lincoln. Her unusual memoir offers a rare view of the formal and informal netnetvvorks
that African Americans established among themselves, as
\-\ell as an intimate perspective of the Lincoln family. Presi-
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dent of the Contraband Relief Association and a friend
of Frederick Douglass, Keckley portrays herself as a resourceful and principled woman who helped mediate
between black and white communities. An editorial introduction traces the book's reception history and fills in
biographical gaps in the text. The volume is heavily illustrated with eighty-six photographs.

first time publishing Jeanne C. Carr's extant letters to Muir
and revealing her great influence on his life, writings, and
career. Editorial crnpter notes explain the letters and
amplifY their content, and over fifty photographs and illustrations supplement the texts, including many neverbefore-published botanical drawings by Carr.
PARK, ALICE BARRETT. J-ihrhbingwiJhaOJul1l£$and

MARSH, GEORGE PERKINS. So Great a VISion: The
OYnsermtion Writings if Grorge Pelkins Marsh. Edited by
Stephen C. Trombulak. Hanover, N.H.: University Press
of New England, 2001. 256 pp. $50 (cloth), ISBN 158465-129-6; $19.95 (paper.), ISBN 1-58465-130-X. Tlr
nineteenth-century polymath George Perkins Marsh
(1801-1882), a native of Vermont and graduate of
Dartmouth College, served in Congress, where he sat on
the committee that organized the Smithsonian Institution,
w.lS later appointed U.S. minister to Turkey and Italy; and
was widely recognized during his lifetime as the greatest
Scandinavian scholar in North America. In 1864 he wrote

ManandNal:un:;or, Ph;sicalGa:gmphyasMadffoxlbyHuman
Adion, considered the wellspring of the modem environ-

mental movement. This edition brings together in a single
volume and annotates key passages from Man and Nafloe, as well as selected speeches, letters, and reports of
Marsh's concerning conservation.
MOXLEY, WILLIAM MOREL, and EMILY BECK
MOXLEY. Oh, WhataLoansomeTtmeIHad: 7heCiviIW(1"
letters if Major WilliamMoreiMo.xiy, Eightrenth Alalxtma
Iifantry, and Emily Beck Mo~. Edited by Thomas W
Cutrer. Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 2001.
208 pp. $29.95. ISBN 0-8173-1118-1. These hithertounpublished Civil War letters exchanged between a smallfarm couple from Coffee County, Alabama, document
the hardships of civilian life on the home front in the Deep
South, aswell as a Confederate officer's frequent encounters \vith starvation, disease, and slaughter. Editorial apparatus includes annotations, a genealogical chart, and

nnps.
MUIR, JOHN, and JEANNE C. CARR. Kincb-aiand
Related Spirits: The letters if Jdmjl1uirandJeanneC Carr.
Edited by Bonnie Johanna Gisel and Ronald H.
Limbaugh. Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 2001.
397 pp. $34.95. ISBN 0-87480-682-8. In 1915 the daughter of conservationist and natural historian John Muir
published her father's letters to the friend and an1ateur
botanist who encouraged him for thirty years. This edition presents both sides of the correspondence, for the
26
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OtherCkmaganAdlEl1lJAres: 7heDiariesif AliceBarrettPam,
1891-19CKJ. Edited by Jo Fraser Jones. Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 2001. 384 pp. U.S. $85.
ISBN 0-774-80852-7. After Alice Barrett moved from
Port Dover, Ontario, to the Okanagan Valley to keep
house for her brother and uncle in 1891, she soon married Harold Parke, and spent the next decade recording
her experiences in a series of notebooks sent to her
Ontario family. Few other northwestern Canadian
women's diaries have survived from the period, one of
profound transfornntion in a region ne\\Ay opened to
\\Ante settlement by the railw.:ty. Mrs. Parke's diaries provide invaluable insights into work, health, religion, race and
gender relations, and women's lives, as well as document
the conflict between her independent spirit and women's
traditional roles, as reflected in her relations with the
Countess of Aberdeen, who stayed at nearby Coldstream
Ranch. Editorial commentary and notes contextualize the
social and historical background and present biographical details. The text is supplemented with maps and photographs.
SAWTELLE, DANIEL W All'sfortheBest: 7heCivil W(1"
Reminiscences and letters iflliniel W Sautelk, Eighth lvfaine
V dunie?rJrfantry. Edited by Peter H. Buckingham. Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 2001. 344 pp. $34.
ISBN 1-57233-136-4. A young Republican with abolitionist leanings, Daniel Withum Sawtelle left his family's farm
in the north woods of Maine in February 1862 to enlist
in the Eighth Maine Infantry. This edition publishes the
memoir of his Civil War experience that he compiled fifty
years later from his wartime correspondence, as well as a
selection of those letters home. The accounts supply firsthand descriptions of the Petersburg and Appomattox
campaigns and the occupation of Jacksonville, Florida,
as well as document Sawtelle's and his unit's racial attitudes
and the young man's impressions of the South, both during
and immediately after the war.
SHELLEY, PERCY BYSSHE. She!lryandHisCirm, 17731832. Volumes IX and x. Edited by Donald H. Reiman.
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2001. 1,344 pp.

$175. ISBN 0-674-80614-X. Tbis volume publishes over
one hundred manuscripts by and about the Shelley Circle,
as well as four substantial editorial essays and detailed
commentary that provide context for the documents. Tre
texts include unpublished Shelley letters from 1809 to 1810,
a memorandum book he kept at Eton, a libelous verseletter about his parents, an epistolary exchange between
Mary Wollstonecraft and Catharine Macaulay, a partial draft
of Mary Shelley's PraJnine, emended by her husband, as
\\ell as letters and manuscripts written during the poet's
Italian exile.
SIBLEY, HENRY HOPKINS. Civil WarintheSouibwe;t:
Raxlk:dionsiftheSibleyBrigade. Edited by Jerry Thompson College Station: Texas A & M University Press, 2001.
224pp. $24.95. ISBN 1-58544-131-7. In the summer and
fall of 1861, General Henry Hopkins Sibley raised a brigade of young and zealous Texans to invade New
Mexico Territory as a step tOW<lfd the conquest of Colorado and California and the creation of a Confederate
empire in the Southwest. William Lott "Old Bill"
Davidson and six other members of the brigade published in 1887-1888 in a small East Texas newspaper
personal accounts of the unit's ill-fated New Mexico
Campaign. Eighteen of those newspaper pieces are reprinted and annotated in this volume, providing eyewitness accounts of the battles of Valverce, Glorieta, and
Peralta, as well as details of the soldiers' tragic and painful retreat back to Texas in the summer of 1862. Editorial apparatus includes four maps, and a foreword,
bibliography, appendix, and index

_ _ _ _ _ . The Civil Warin west TexasandNewMex:ico:
The LostLetterlJookif BrigadierGenemlHenry Hopkins Sibiy.
Edited by John P. Wilson and Jerry Thompson. El Paso:
Texas Western University Press, distrib. by University of
Texas Press, 2001. 193 pp. $1850 (paper.). ISBN 0-87404283-6. Of the 147 individual letters copied into General
Sibley's letterbook made during his unsuccessful 1862
campaign in the Southwest, only eight have been previouslypublished in official compilations. This edition documents how Sibley organized his small army, enlisted
officers at the brigade and regimental levels, and sought
to supply it with arms and equipment. A bibliography
supplements the text.
S LOVER, JAMES AND ERSO N. MinistertotheOJerckfl:E
A Civil WarAutdJiogtqh)! byJame:;Arlder.DnS1cwr. Edited
by Barbara Cloud. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
2001. 245 pp. $47.50. ISBN 0-8032-4283-2. Fifty years

after ftrst riding into Indian Territory in 1857, James Anderson Slover, the ftrst Southern Baptist missionary to the
Cherokee Nation, began composing a record of his experiences as a farmer, teacher, preacher and evangelist,
observer of the Mexican War and the Civil War, contemporary commentator on slavery, and California pioneer.
His autobiography, encompassing eighty-three years of
his life, provides a vivid picture of flatboating down rivers from Tennessee to Arkansas, "skedaddling" from the
Union army in Indian Territory, and working his way up
the West Coast to Oregon, preaching the gospel as he went
and continually carving a new life for himself and his family.
SMOLLETT, TOBIAS. The LifeandAdwnluresif Sir

Launcelot Gr~w;. Edited by Robert Folkenflik and Barbara Laning Fitzpatrick. Athens: University of Georgia
Press, 2002. 344 pp. $50. ISBN 0-8203-2307-1. This definitive and comprehensive edition of Smollett's most
intriguing and uncharacteristic quixotic fourth novel, ftrst
published serially in the BritishMagazin? in 1760, features
a more accurate text than previously annotated editions,
as well as scrupulous textual and critical inforrration. A
detailed editorial introduction also considers the thirteen
original engravings by Anthony Walkerwhich are reprinted
in the volume.
WILSON, AUGUSTA JANE EVANS. A Southern
Wcrmnif Letters: The Cor~if AugustaJaneFvc:n
Wil9:m. Edited by Rebecca Grant Sexton. Columbia:
University of South Carolina Press, 2002. 256 pp. $29.95.
ISBN 1-57003-440-0. Augusta Jane Evans Wilson (18351909) was a popular nineteenth-centUlY Southern writer
whose nine novels, including fuIbh,~, and St. Elmo
\\ere supportive of the Confederacy. Her private letters,
112 of which are published in this volume, to such Confederate military and political leaders as General P. G. T.
Beauregard and Confederate congressman Jabez L. M.
Curry, review tuttle plans and military policy, offer p0litical advice, and illuminate the hardships suffered by
southern dvilians. The volume also includes Wilson's letters to publishers and fans, and friends and family members, capturing her views of the purposes of fiction, the
trials of publishing during the war, and the difficulties of
combining career and family, and documenting her
dreams, hopes, and personal ambitions. The texts are illustrated with twelve half-tone photographs and a line
drawing.
WILSON, EDMUND. FdmundWilson, tbeManinLetters.
Edited by David Castronovo and Janet Groth. Athens:
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Ohio University Press, 2001. 472 pp. $49.95. ISBN 08214-1420-8. This volume publishes for the frrst time a
significant selection of the literary critic's personal correspondence to his parents, lovers and four wives, children,
literary comrades, and friends, from the 1910s to the 1970s.
Arranged by correspondent, including Alfred Kazin,
Vladimir Nabokov, and Isaiah Berlin, the letters show the
man in his unguarded moments sharing his flinty opinions that enrich our understanding of a complex, even
troubled, personality.
WISTER, OWEN. Romney: and Other New wmk aOOut
FhiJaddjba. wen Wister. Edited by James A. Butler. University Park Penn State University Press, 2001. 259 pp.
$29.95. ISBN 0-271-02121-7. Best known for his western novel, The VirfinUn (1902), Ow"en Wister also left
behind at his death a recently discovered thirteen-chapter
fragment of a Philadelphia novel, which he intended to
call Romney, after its protagonist, a man of "no social
position" who nonetheless rises to the top because of
superior abilities. Published in this edition for the first time
is the complete fifty-thousand-word manuscript, as well
as two of Wister's other unpublished works on his native
city. Writing at the express command of his friend
Theodore Roosevelt, Wister set Romney in Gilded Age
Philadelphia (called Monopolis in the novel) during the
1880s, when, as he saw it, the dty was passing from the
old to a new order, as the old-money, aristocratic society
fell before the onrushing vulgarity of the nouveaux riches.
As a novel of manners, Romney would have done for
Philadelphia what Edith Wharton and John Marquand
rove done for New York and Boston.
WRIGHT,JAMES A. NoMoreGaUantaDeed:ACivilWcr
Memoirq{ theFirslMinnesota VdunJrus, byJa11USA. Wri[j.Jt.
Edited by Steven]. Keillor. St. Paul: Minnesota Historical
Society Press, 2001. 466 pp. $34.95. ISBN 0-87351-4076. Jan1eS A. Wright was an orderly sergeant in Company
F of the First Minnesota Volunteer Infanuy Regiment in
the Civil War. His memoir, completed before his deatl1 in
1936 and based on his diaries and letters, documents the
regiment's partidpation in every significant battle in the
Eastern Theater from 1861 to 1864, describing in remarkable detail the fighting at Bull Run, the Peninsula Campaign, Antietam, Fredericksburg, Bristoe Station, and
Gettysburg, where the First Minnesota suffered an 82
percent casualty rate halting the Confederate charge.
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Continual.ftvmp.19
Electronic editions raise questions about search techniques,
illtering fX>SSibilities, conflicts over copyright, and image control--how to maintain integrity without committing an inordinate
amount of time and resources to gatekEeping.
Concerns over audience identification also arose. How do
documentary editors address the needs of an audience if the
audience itself cannot be identifiecP Different audiences have vatying needs, and one answer lies in collaboration. By teaming with
educators, librarians, and archivists, documentary editors can
provide complete research tools for multiple audiences.The exact future of documentary editing is unclear; however, the issues
raised during this discussion will continue as documentary editors grapple with traditional practices and changing technology.
The Oldest Profession in OurWorld: Re-inventingan
Editorial Project
Mary Giunta, J'Ifatiolud Historical Pufiications and R£mJds Commission,
conunentator; James M. Baird, jo/mjay PajJeIS. Columbia Uniwrsify;
Mary Lynn McCree Bryan, janeAddamsPaper.;, Duke 011iwrsify; Elizabeth Hall Witherell, Writings c:/Henry D. Thoreau, Northern Illinois
UnitRrsiJ:y. Daniel Stowell, lincoln legal Paper.;, Illinois Historic Pn:sertxIti:Jn~

James Baird described the shift of a project from a print to
a digitized edition, with NEH funding. After the death of the
original editor, the major tasks were organizing the papers and
preparing them for digitization. He pointed out that John Jay
remains an obscure figure, never the subject of a modem biografhy, because the documents have not been available.
Mary Lynn Bryan described the evolution of the Jane
Addams project from its original institution to its present location in her home, with sponsorship from Duke University. The
move was fraught with political and logistical difficulties. She
stressed the ongoing importance of fundraising, the value of an
institutiooal sponsor, and "shadow" support from fumil:y members.
Beth Witherell's project has moved three times, most recently to Northern Illinois University. She described the logistical
problems of moving 10,000 pounds of papers and books and
estimated that the project lost about a year in getting organized
after the most recent move. Disruption was minimized by the
generosity of Northern Illinois and by her husband's employer,
which paid for the move and helped with storage.
Daniel Stowell discussed a project that has seen changes in
editor, form of publication, and scope. He succeeded Cullom
Davis, the founding editor of the project, who had directed it
for twelve years. Originally the Lincoln Legal Papers, it is now the
Papers of Abraham Lincoln, with the legal papers the first series
(prcduced as a DVD, although originally planned as a CD-ROM).
He emphasized the importance of maintaining staff morale,
keeping in touch with fmancial supporters, and maintaining institutional support.
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